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An aerial view shows Dan-
ny Cunningham harvesting
part of what is expected to
be a record corn crop in
Calloway County this year.
Ideal spring weather is at-
tributed for the good crop.





Murray Ledger dr Times Staff Writer
A near-record corn crop is expected
in Calloway County this year, andearly
harvests are living up to expectations,
according,. to County Agent Ted
Howard.
C. R. Valentine, Route One Hazel, has
reported a yield of 240 bushels of wet
corn per acre t 187.5 bushels dry corn)
on his 90 acres near the Tennessee state
line, according to Howard.
Joe Pat Carraway, with 196.44
bushels per acre of dry corn, has
entered the 1976 National Corn Yield
Contest, conducted by the National
Corn Growers Association in Boone,
Iowa. Dry corn is considered to be that
with 15.5 per cent moisture content.
These farmers are only two examples
of reports from all areas of the county
of similar high *Ids in a, near-record
year.
Harvests are just starting in most
parts of the county, ei Jeept by farmers
who have dryers on their farms, such as
Joe Pat Carraway, Max Parks,
Houston Brothers, Hughes Brothers,
Hemp Brooks and others who have
dryers. These farmers for the most part
have their corn already harvested.
"This should be the top yield in
Calloway County history," Howard
said. The early corn crop has resulted
in a 140-150 bushel pck acre average
yield in some cases. Ninety bushels per
aeu is the average in a normal year.
Howard explained the high yields by
saying that favoralde• weather
permitted early planting this year, and
a dry August did not hurt the early corn
as it would have a late corn crop.
A dry spring allowed the early
planting, Howard said. Farmers
usually begin their planting by the first
week in April, and are finishing up by
May 15. This year, however, some were
planting by March 18, and had finished
up by the first week in April, when they
would have normally just been starting.
Ideth rain, s also helped speed up the
planting, once it was started.
There are 25,000 acres in Calloway.
County, and the average yield should be
well over 100 bushels. NinZy bushels
was the average last year ire county,
with the state average at 85 bushels per
acre. The national average is just 92-93
bushels per acre.
Price is another thing that made the
farmers want to get the corn out early,
according td}Toward. Corn futures
looked ,better than bean futures at that
time. "We're operating under an
erratic market, due to the foreign
market for grain," Howard said.
"Russian or Japanese buyers could
force prices up, or dry weather could
force them up."
Howard noted, however, that prices
have been predicted to go as low as 92
or $2.25 because of the large corn crop.
The Murray Ledger & Times
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — About
6,000 members of the United Auto
Workers employed at Louisville's two
Ford Motor Co. plants went on strike
today, joining the national union in its
walkout against the "target" auto
maker.
UAW President Leonard Woodcock
announced Tuesday afternoon that the
UAW's 170,000 members nationwide
would launch the strike against Ford,
which had been named earlier by
WoodcOck as the strike target. His
announcement came six hours before
the auto workers' three-year contract
expired at 11:59 p.m. EDT Tuesday.
The workers at Ford's two Louisville
plants, represented by UAW Local 862,
were prepared for the walkout
announcement, according to union
executive board member Bob Wines.
The Louisville local began making
final strike preparations after talks
between UAW and auto industry
negotiators broke down Monday in
Detroit, Wines said. a
s. Union members were on the job as
usual at the two plants Tuesday, and
Wines said they remained there until
the contract expired.
"Everybody's working today no
problem," he said Tuesday. "There'll
be no picketing until 12 o'clock. We'll
havt4he pickets out at 12 o'clock when
the deadline comes."
Wines said that picket line
assignments were made Tiiesda
afternoon and that other preparations
had also been completed.
"Everything is all set up. All the
paperwork is done and it's all ready,''
he said. "The pickets have been
assigned and they know where. -IA_
report."
Wines said the striking workers
would receive "940 a week for a single
person, $45 for a married couple and $50
for a family7 while off the job. The
most recent strike, in 1973, idled UAW
workers for nine days.
He said the national union provides
the strike relief money, but "we
arrange it ( the payments) locally."
Today's strike marks the fourth
caonsecutive time that the UAW has
walked out at the end of its triennial
contract with the auto makers.
Mostly Sunny
Mostly sunny today, high from the
upper 70s to low 80s. Partly cloudy
tonight and Thursday with slight
chance of showers tonight and
on Thursday. Low tonight in the mid
and upper 50s. High Thursday near 80
Friday chance of showers by late
afternoon,
Murray, Ky., Wednesday, September 15, 1976
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Calloway County High School senior
s named as semifinalists in the 19
77 National Merit Scholarship program
are, left to right, Terry Clark, Kevin Bo
wen, and Keith M. Wallace. Staff Photos by David Hill
Murray High School seniors named as semifinali
sts in the 1977 National Merit Scholarship program are, left to
right, Stephen L Hancock, Lisa K. Outland, and
 Tom E. Shupe.
Local Students Are Semifinalists
In National Merit Competition
Six local high school seniors have
been named semifinalists in the 1977
National Merit Scholarship program.
Named from Murray High School are
Stephen L. Hancock, Lisa K. Outland,
and Tom E. Shupe, according to Dr.
Ray Reeves, Murray principal.
Calloway High School seniors named
were Kevin Bowen, Terry Clark, and
Keith M. Wallace, according to Ronald
McAlister, principal.
Hancock, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Hancock, 1505 Belmiinte Drive, has
been a member of the French Club,
'4
Student Council, the National Forensic
League, and Hi-Y Club. He was a
member of the Junior play cast.
Miss Outland, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe T. Outland, 223 South 5th
Street, has been a member of the
Murray High School Tiger Band for
four years.
Shupe, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. D.
Shupe, A07 North Sixth Street. is a
member of the Math Team and Hi-Y
Club.
Bowen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
W. Bowen, is serving as president of the
Beta Club, has won honors in speech
and debate, and is a member of the Pep
Club, Spanish Club, Chess Club, and
FBLA chapter. He is editor of the
school newspaper.
Clark, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy L.
Clark, is associate editor of the Laker
Review, is on the Varsity Track team,
the Stage Band, and Student Connell.
He is a member of the Pep Club,
Student Action for Education, FBLA
Chapter, FF A Chapter. and Beta Club.
(See Students, Page 12)
Sills Named To
National Honor
Joe Sills, Director of Bands for the
Murray School System, has been
selected as ''Dfttinguished
Bandmaster of erica"iiE by First
Chair of America Honor Organization.
This is the first awarding of these
titles by the organization which has
been involved in recognizing the
nation's first bandsmen since 1940. This
year they have expanded to honoring
directors as well.
Sills was one of a small number of the
'nation's high school bandmasters who
survived a three time screening
procedure by the governing board.
Each of these screenings was done by a
national survey, and there were
originally some 2000 nominations
before the screenings.
The award reads "...In recognition of
outstanding achievements in the
advancement of the art of music
through his work with American Youth
in the High School Bands of America,
we highly commend his meritorious
services to the development of high
standards of performance by the school'
music organizations of the nation."
Sills has previously been selected to
Who's. Who of Musicians of the World,
the North American Band Directors Co-
Orclinating Couhcil, offices in both
regional and state music associations of
Kentucky and Tennessee, president of
the Tennessee National Band
Association and Kentucky Chapter of
Phi Beta Mu. He also was selected to
the American School Band Directors
Association and is presently serving as





Jana Jones of Murray, a junior at
Murray State University, has been
selected as one of 18 cast Members for
"A Funny Thing Happened on the Way
to the Forum," the first major
production of the year by the University
Theatre,
Miss Jones, the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Donald E. Jones, is a theatre arts
and elementary education major at the
university.
A member of Sock and Buskin, Miss
Jones will be playing the role of
Tintinabula in the production set for
Oct. 5-8. — —
"A- Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum,- a musical comedy
directed by Robert E. Johnson, head of
University Theatre, has the distinction
,,of being the first Broadway musical
ever performed by University Theatre
players.
Based on plays of Plautus, the Latin
writer, and taken from the book
written by Burt Shevelove and_Larry
Gelbart, "A Funny Thing" combines
vaudevill nonsense and whimsical
songs and ballads to tell the story.
In the lyrics and music written by
Stephen Sondheim, known for award
winning musicals "Gypsy" and
"Company," the connivings of slave
Pseudolus to achieve his freedom and
the confusion that arises unwind as the
plot unfolds.
Curtain time each evening is 8 p. m.
at the University Theatre located in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Admission for the performance is
92.50 or by season ticket, which is now
To
Production
on sale for 97. Tickets may be obtained
by contacting the University Theatre,
Murray State University, Murray, Ky
421771, 502) 767-4421.
Country Music Show
To Be Held At North
A special couniry music show will be
held at North Calloway Elementary
School, located on North 16th Street
Extended, on Friday, September 17, at
7:00p.m.
Featured at the program vrilfte the--'—
Fire Mountain Group with Marilyn
(Critter)McKenzie and Eugene Kirk
and the Country Gentlemen with Mitzi
Griggs and Sherry Connor.
The show is being sponsored by the
Parent-Teacher Club of the school and
the admission is one dollar for adults
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is scheduled to address the -
Democratic Woman's Club
of Kentucky State Con-
'Vention Luncheon,
...Saturday, Oct. 2, at Ken-





Friday, September 30, with




Midge Blakley of Sturgis
stated the state Democratic
organization is attempting
to secure a high level
National Democratic figure
to address the convention
banquet Friday night,
October 1, at 8:30 o'clock in






will hold its first meeting of
the school year on Saturday,
September 18, at three p.m. at
the school.
A potluck picnic is planned
following a fun filled afternoon
including games and an
airplane drop for the children.
Joe Greene, FTC president,









Registration will begin at
10 a.m. Friday and continue
through 8 p.m.
A luncheon hosted by
Senators Walter (Dee)
Huddleston and Wendell H.
Ford is set for 1 p.m.
Friday, followed by a
fashion show. Fashion show
models will be the Com-
monwealth's First Lady,
Mrs. Charlann Carroll and
the wives of state
representatives.
Committee meetings are
scheduled for 3:10 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Drexel
Davis will host a cocktail
party at their executive
cottage from 5 to 7 p.m.
Following the banquet
there will be a president's
reception in the lobby of the
Village Inn at 10:30 p.m.
On Saturday, First
District Congressman
Carroll Hubbard will host
an 8 a.m. breakfast in the
Village Inn Dining ROOM.
Following the breakfast
there will be a business
meeting in the Village Inn
Lobby, at_9_a.m..
The Lakeside Singers will
entertain in the dining room
at 11:30 a.m.
The women of the First






Only 44 per cent of divorced
mothers are awarded child
support and only 47 per cent of
these womg regularly collect
it. This alarming fact is found
in the October Family Circle
which tells of a report by the
National Commission for the
Observance of International
Women's Year. The report,
entitled To Form a More
Perfect Union, is available for
$5.20 from: Superintendent of




IF YOU STEAL IT,




















A FULL LENGTH At.hriATED FEATURE
0411. A CCA,,Alal icucs .Et_EASE
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1. Squirm (R) 2. "J.D.'s Revenge (R)
Starts TOMORROW!
David Carradine in
"Cannon Ball" ( R)
& "Death Race 2000" (R)
Miss Deborah Kay Thompson Wed
To Douglas W. Jackson At Church
Mr. and Ntri- Douglas Warren Jackson
The Blood River Church of Quiana knit created with
Christ was the scene of the a semi-empire bodice
August Fifth wedding of Miss underscored with a softly
Deborah Kay Thompson, pleated cumberbund. Three
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. insets of imported Venise lace
Charles H. Thompson of sprinkled with pearls
Buchanan, Tenn., to Douglas accented the bodice from the
Warren Jackson, son of Mr. wedding band collar. The long
and Mrs. Billy Jackson, also0f. fitted sleeves had an inset of
Buchanan, Tenn.------ lace at the wrist. The soft
Bro. Jim Canter performed
the candlelight ceremony
before an altar decorated with
baskets of gladioli and
greenery.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her parents,
wore a formal white gown of
Clean Teens
Hold Social
• Then Clean Teens . Of
CalTinvay County High School
held the opening social on,
Thursday, September 2, at t.hr
new Murray-Calloway Park.
For the introduction each
person stood and stated name,
age, and grade.
Dan Watson, president,
presicied. The club decided to
sell candy October 18-29. A
committee consisting of Irene
Stunson, Lori Brandon, Peggy
Guy, and Redick were
assiedT the September
service roject ch is to
inakeposters for the gym
reinitiMing students and
4f6ulty to pick up afteremselves.
The president said that the
sponsors and the executive
council had decided to enforce
both merits and demerits.
A picnic supper was served
and a dance followed a short
recreational period.
Special guests were Mrs.
Jane Sisk and Mrs. Ruth
Smith.
flowing a-line skirt trailed to a
chapel train.
She carried a bridal bouquet
of white rosebuds trimmed
with white streamers. Around
her neck she wore a diamond
pendant, a gift tom the
groom.
Attending as matron of
honor was Mrs. David
Lassiter, sister of the groom.
Her apricot crepe gown was
designed empire style with a
stand-up collar and -elbow
length bell sleeves.
Miss Dee Oswalt and Miss
Kimber4 Clayton served as
bridistnaid and their govins
.were styled after the matron
of honor. "
All the attendants carried
long stemmed apricot colored
roses.
Miss Amy Clayton and
-Mr-J9612744t
VANCE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jan Vance of
Murray Route One are the
parents of a baby girl, Kelita
Jenece, weighing seven
pounds 834 ounces, born on
Wednesday, September 1, at
2:30 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Crouse Motor Auto Sales.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Vance of Almo
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Buren Erwin of Hazel. Great
grandmothers are Mrs.
Melissa Hooks and Mrs. Zella
Lax, both of Murray.
Eat the food that won the West. ,




kid can eat like a horse at Jerry's
Frontier Round up on Wednesday
nights. There's a special Kodstuff
menu just for them.
Of course, adults get a good deal, too TWO
'Rinds of choice steak,barbecued beef and
j chicken, plus sausage and beans And after
you've enjoyed the good things to eat,
too may win a good prize to keep. Like a
19.7j Ford Pinto or other prizes.Register





attended as flower girl and
ring bearer.
' Billy Jackson served as best






Following the ceremony a
reception was held at the
Paris Landing Hotel.
Mrs. Don Cox was in charge
of the register with Mrs.
David Thompson, Miss Tina
Todd, and Mrs. Kathy Osborn
serving as hostesses at the
reception table.
After the reception the
bridal couple left for a
wedding trip to Gatlinburg,
Tenn., and are now residing at
Route Two, Buchanan, Tenn.
Dinner Planned
By The Thetas
The Theta Department of
' the Murray Woman's Club will
open the new club year with a
dinner meeting ,at the club
house on Monday, September
20, at 6:30p.m.
Dr. Eugene Schanbacher,
associate professor of the
Department of Industrial
Education, Murray State
University, will be the guest
speaker with his subject being
"Back to School with Metric."
Dr. Schanbacher has studied
the metric system extensively
• and has conducted many
workshops at various places
on this subject.
Reservations for the dinner
at $2.50 each should be made
by Friday noon, according to
Mrs. Uoyd Boyd, chairman,
and Mrs. Arlie Scott, vice-
chairman. Hostesses will be
Mesdames J. B. Burkeen,








Mrs. Phyllis Jean Hill and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Hortense Cunningham, 205
Spruce, Murray, Michael A.
Bucy, Rt. 8, Murray,
Larry Ray Thurman II, Rt. 5,
Murray, Max W. Beal, 210 So.
12th, Murray, Mrs. Brenda K.
McClure, Rt. 5, Murray, Miss
Sherry A. Runyon, 803
Meadow Lane, Murray, Mrs.
Pam K. Lyons, Rt. 10,
Paducah, Mrs. Mattie M.
Graves, Lakeshore Drive,
Hamlin, Mrs. Patricia A.
Knight, Rt. Box 12A,
Kirksey, Mrs. Wonda L.
Howard, Rt. 7, Murray,
Charles W. Scott, Rt. 6,
Murray, Billy J. Chadwick,
Rt. 5, Murray, Hardinit
Galloway, Rt. 7, Box 694,
Murray, Leeper IL Claxton,
Box 73 Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Lottie R, Garner, 719 Riley
Court, leurray, Mrs. Bertha
Pauline Atkins, Rt. 7, Murray,
Mrs. Mamie L. Davis, 809
Hurt, Murray, Mrs. Irene M.
Archer, Rt. 1, Box 19,
Mayfield, Mrs. Lucille























Mrs. Leila J. Mapes and
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Roxanne M. Tab o and
Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
Mrs:- Altie Salyer, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Th., Miss Betty Fox,
Woods Hall, Murray, Miss
Sandra G. Pogue, 612
Fairlane, Murray, Mrs. Rita
G. Cummings, Rt. 8, Box 2012,
Murray, Walter J. Karnes, Rt.
1, Box 243, Kirksey, Miss Dixieland Shopping Center
Hattie Vaughn, 624 Ellis Dr.,;•
Murray, Henry A. Newport,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.
-
reIRTatitih exercises
help control blood pressure? It
seems"' so. Citing a recent
medical study, the October
Family Circle reports on
fourteen young hypertensive
men at the University of
California and V. A. Hospital,
San Diego. The men were told
to find comfortable chairs in
quiet locations, loosen
clothing, sit upright, relax
muscles and silently count
their breaths for 10 or 15
minutes, twice daily. After six
months, the men had
significantly lower mean










Sugar 5 lbs. 5.
Limit I
W I 2 50 Purchase or More
MRS MANUEL THARP with her puppets, Willie, Chuck,
and Tootsie, will present a special program at the Young
Peoples Service at the United Pentecostal Church, 310
Irvan Street, Murray, on Thursday, September 16, at 7:00
p. m. These meetings are held each Thursday and a per-
son is present to interpret the program with sign















Fall Reduction Sale _ *** -* ** - All Plants 20% Off ** ---.. *
* eia ‘ ' 
Also Bargain Table4* *
* Baskets 20% off 
**** ** *
* The Plant Place ** , ** ** 1505 Hermitage* *Thurs., Fri., S. 10:00 to 5:00 ** *
* 
Shown by* *Jennifer Crouse, Cindy Dunn,
Ann Watson
Call anytime for plants
11. 
For Gifts or any occasion
753-1605, 753-7711 of 753-11105
************************ *******
2.15c1 49c

























Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. m. at Gleason Hall.
St. John's Episcopal Church
Women will meet with Joanne
Brun at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Area Council of
International Reading
Association will meet at four




Women will have its week of
prayer program at nine a.m.
Young People of United
Pentecostal Church will meet
at 310 Irvan Street, Murray, at
seven p.m.
Senior Citizens will have a
potluck luncheon at the Ellis
Community Center at noon.
Everyone is asked to donate 25
cenia,and if not bringing a dish
pleapeclonate $1.50.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Larry Bell
at seven p.m.
Hazel Wornarri Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Hazel Community Center.
Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have a fall tea honoring new
members and Senior Citizens
at two p.m. at the club house.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Lodge Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will hold executive
session at seven p.m. and
business session at eight p.m.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:30
p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet with Eunice
Shekell at1:30p.m
Friday, September 17
Elm Grove Church will have
its Kentucky Mission banquet
for all age groups at seven
p.m., as sponsored billYW.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at nine a.m.
at the church.
Country Music Show will be
at North Elementary,
sponsored by Ply, at seven
p.m. Featured will be Fire
Mountain group and Eugene
Kirk and the Country
Gentlemen.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly
campout at Kenlake State
Park with C. W. antj.Dot Jones
as vragonmasters. A potluck
supper is planned Saturday
night.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m.
Saturday, September 18
East Elementary FTC will
have a potluck picnic at three
p.m. at the school Games and




Association will meet at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at eight p.m.
Derby Day, sponsored by
Sigma Chi fraternity, will be
held from nine a.m. to five
p.m. at Cutchin Recreational
Complex. Public invited, no
charge.
Sunday, September 19
Musicale by members of
Signs" Alpha Iota music
fraternity will be held at 3:30
p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU. Public invited, no
charge.
Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Peterson will be honored on
golden wedding anniversary
with a reception at Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church from two to four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry
Jewell will be honored on
golden wedding anniversary
with a reception at
Community Room, Federal
Savings and Loan, from one to
five p.m.
4.91te4



























House Rules Hold for
Grandma and Beau
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 D, Chauao ntfterit.14 r Mess SVIa
DEAR ABBY: This is one for the books, but I swear its
true. After 40 years'of marriage, my mother-in-law left her
husband and ran off with a younger guy.
She just wrote to tell us that she and her fellow are
coming through town and would like to stay with us for
about a week.
My husband (her son) says whatever I alecide is okay
with him. We have only one guest room to put up the two
of them.
What do we do? Our teenage kids know about Grandma
and her boyfriend, but can we have them sleeping together
in our home?
In the past you've told parents if their college kids who
are shacking up away from home want to bring their
roommates home for a visit, they have to abide by the
house standards. But how do you handle a shacking-up
Grandma?
STICKY WICKET
DEAR WICKET: The same way you'd handle •
shacking-up college kid.
DEAR ABBY: Every time you advise someone to "get
counseling," I pray that your advice will be followed
because I am living proof of how much good counseling
can accomplish.
I learned through counseling to know myself and to
accept myself. I discovered that what I felt, good or bad.
was real and okay. I learned that approval was fine, but it
wasn't necessary in order to feel good about myself.
I keep a motto on my desk at work that explains my
attitude about life now. It says: "I WONDERED WHY
SOMEBODY DIDN'T DO SOMETHING. THEN 4
REALIZED THAT I WAS SOMEBODY." (Anonymous]
Thanks for listening. God bless you, Abby, and all the
people who listen to you.
MARLENE
DEAR MARLENE: You are indeed somebody, and the
motto you valued sufficiently to keep on your desk proves_
it.
DEAR ABBY: How do you deal with next-door
neighbors who have a swimming pool and hold noisy pool
parties well into the night?
Our bedrooms are on the side of the house near their
pool and its impossible to get any rest while they're
partying.
Their parties don't start until 10 p.m.—just when we're
turning in. They are nice people and we like them, but their,
nocturnal pool parties are a problem for us.
Can anyone offer a solution? I can't very well sell my
lovely home and move away.
PERPLEXED IN BINGHAMPTOIsF.
DEAR PERPLEXED: The beat approach is to pay your
neighbors a visit (during the day) and tell them frankly
what you've told me. Much depends on the kind of noise
they make, and for how long. Loud music can be turned
down. Boisterous guests can be asked to tone down.
Do they party every night or once a week? There are
laws against disturbing the peace, you kaow, but "nice"
people shouldn't be forced by law to consider their
neighbors.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
'Ar--B12144.
BOWRER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. David
Bowker, 5031/2 Poplar Street,
Murray, are the. parents of 0
baby girl, Sabrina Dawn,
weighing eight pounds 11/2
ounces, born on Monday,
August 23, at 7:30 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is owner of
Bowker's Top Shop. They
have one son, Tobey Scott, age
four.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Bowker of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Carol Gene
Locke of Benton. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Hunter Love of Murray
and Mrs. Hazel Locke of
Murray.
DODD BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Dodd of
Murray are the parents of a
baby boy, Nathan Dee,
weighing seven pounds 31/2
ounces, born on Tuesday,
August 24, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Fitts Block and Ready Mix
Company in Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Dodd of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Buren
Erwin of Hazel. Great
grandmothers are Mrs. A. L.
Dodd and Mrs. Della Lax, both
of Murray.
KAISER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony B.
Kaiser, Jr., of Nashville,
Term., are the parents of a
baby boy, James William,
weighing eight pounds fifteen
ounces, born on Monday,
September 13, at the
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nash-
ville, Tenn.
They have another son„
Anthony B. Kaiser HI, age
four. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Kaiser, Sr., of
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Mr. and
We. W. H. Solomon of
Clarksville, Tenn., formerly of
Murray.
The wood stork is the only










MRS. ELSIE STONE, 407 North Third Street, Murray, and
ELTIN BIZZELL, Dexter Route One, will be married Saturday,
September 18, by Rev. CoyGarrett at the home of Mr. Bizzell.
Following the ceremony the couple will reside at the Bizzell
home on Dexter Route One.
Paris District UMW
Plans Meet, Cayce -
The highlight °tithe August
Executive tFrnmittee
meeting was the planning of
the annual meeting of the
Paris District United
Methodist Women.
You Make the Difference"
will be the theme for the an-
nual meeting at Cayce United
Methodist Church, located
approximately 11 miles west
of Fulton, on Hwy. to begin
at 2:30 p.m. on Sunday,
September 19, with
registration to start at 2:00
p.m.
Mrs. Maggie Woods, district
secretary of . program
resources, will be in charge of
the bookroom and will have
program books for all who
have not received theirs. Mrs.
9iDavis Dixon, Paris District
vice-president, has charge of
the program. Miss Donna
Rhodes will preside and bring
the president's message. Miss
Rhodes will conduct the
business session consisting of
the report from the committee
on nominations, election of
officers, vote on the district
pledge and announcements.
Rev. Jerry Lackey of the
host church will give the
devotion and Mrs. Charles
Linder, local president, will
extend greetings. Rev. Ed
Crump, District Superin-
tendent, will pronounce the
benediction.
A Memorial Service in
memory of those members of
the Paris District United
Methodist Women who have
died during the past year will
be presented by Mrs. Don
Lawrence, District Mission
Coordinator for Christian
Personhood. There will be
special music by Mrs. Jerry
Lackey and Mrs. Glyn
Goodwin with Mrs. Davis
Byrd as pianist.
Mrs. M. R. Duke, district
treasurer, will have charge of
the pledge service for 1977.
Mrs. L. E. McCord, past
president of the Paris District,
will install the new officers for
1977.
United Methodist Women of
Paris District are urged to
attend. Visitors are welcome
and the nursery will be open.
The Executive Committee
met in the home of Donna
Rhodes, district president,
who presided over the meeting
with 16 members and two
visitors, Mrs. Charles Linder,
gi PERSONALS-1
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Miss Teresa Jones of




Eura Flood of Murray has'
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
NASHVILLE PATIENT
John L. Williams is doing
fine following Open heart
surgery at St. Thomas
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., on
September 10. His address is
John L. Williams, St. Thomas
Hospital, 4220 Harding Road,
4th Floor, Nashville, Tenn.
president of Cayce unit and
Mrs. Sarah Wheatley,
president of the unit at First
United Methodist Church,
Paris, Tenn.
A devotion, "The Apostle
Andrew" was given by Mrs.
Ginny Morris.
Mrs. Mabel Hearn, Coor-
dinator of Cobol Concerns,
reported the School of
Missions at Larnbuth was
excellent with 16 attending
from the Paris District. On
Tues., Oct. 19, Bishop Hunt
Will be honored in the district
with the place to be an-
nounced.
Rev. Crump stated he would
like to see an increase in the
number of units and mem-
bership, and said he would like
to be of assistance toward this
goal.
A Committee composed of
Rev. Crump, Rev. Steve
Shapnard, District Chair-
person on Mission, Donna
Rhodes, and Mrs. Mabel
Hearn will meet and plan a
workshop for local leaders to
make outlines and summaries
to help them in presenting
studies to their units.
The next District Executive
Committee meeting will be at
the •First United Methodist
Church, Martin, Tenn, on
Sunday, Dec. 5, from two to
four p.m. with Mrs. Don
Lawrence in charge.
Hughes Family Reunion
Held Here September 5
All of the children, twO of the
grandchildren, and sit great
grandchildren of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hughes met
in Murray for a family reunion
on Sunday, September 5.
Children present were Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Hughes,
Rock Falls, Ill., Mr. and Mrs.
Barber Lamb, Dothan, Ala.,
Mr. and .Mrs. Hollis Hughes,
St. Louis, Mo., Mrs. Helen
Carpenter, Flint, Mich., Mr.
and Mrs. Wilson Hughes,
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Lee, Oklahoma City,
Okla.
Grandchildren attending
were Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
Anderson, Murray, and Mr.
and Mrs. Ken Streeter,
Saginaw, Mich.
Great grandchildren
present were Timmy, Susan,
and Robert Anderson,
Murray, and Dtuuiy, Becky,
and Paul Streeter, Saginaw,
Mich.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Debra Jo Thomason' • of
Murray Route Seven was




W. H. Lawrence of Hazel






Was S326. Free arm sewing is ideal for cuffs,
sleeves. Converts to flat bed for other jobs. 28
stitches include stretch, utility, and decora-
tive stitches. Automatic button holer.
Cases and cabinets available for above machine
PRICE EXPIRES NOVEMBER 26, 1116
Rugged 2-speed motor.
With 4 pile-height set-
tings, cleans even shag.
Convenient headlight.
Sattsfaction Guaranteed or Your Mose), Back
• Prices ws Cala* Mot • 'slower,. Isslasliso [ma















Dixieland Center Chestnut Street
s.
For a new, exciting
look for your bedroom
and bathroom, see the
linens and accessories at
the Green Door, West
Kentucky's only ex-
clusive Bed & Bath
Shop. Accessories and
gift ideas too:
Come browse from 10
a. m. til 5:30 p. m. and
































1 lb. Bag with Seasoning




AT 'THE CROPS•IN' PRICES













4 3 oz. Boxes 69
With Our Coupon Below








10 lb. Bag 69'
lb. 
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With $10.00 Order or more

























Last Winner: 302 S. 6th
*Nothing to Buy *No Cards To Punch *AR Yoe
Do Is Register Each Time You Are In The Store
Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. New contest
Starts Thursday Morning.
• Employees of Patters and their Families not eligible to
win •Adults only may register •You do not have to be
present to win
Cash Give Away
Register each tin m) you°
are in the store for the




Chicken of the Sea
Light Chunk
Tuna













4 f or 69"
With This Coupon
Offer Expires 9-22-76









offer Good Expires9-p1422-7 
Oisly it 
6,6









Downtown Shopping Center- Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week
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Whether you knoii it or not,
you've got a big stake in five
acres of land. You don't own it
nor pay taxes on it, but chances
are — if you realized how vital
it is to your well-being — you'd
be doing everything you can to
see that the fellow who's taking
care of it for you gets the right
kind of encouragement.
That five acres is the amount
of farmland each one of us
depends on for most of the food
we eat, a lot of the clothes we
wear, and muth of the lumber
that goes into the roof over our
heads.
It's the farmer, of course,
%ho takes care of that five
acres and sees that it produces
the food, fiber, and forestry
products each of us needs. To
do this requires the farmer's
hard work, know-how, and an
investment of $2,294 in those
five average acres.
Last year, as an average con-
sumpr, you paid him $427.54 for
doing this. Three-fourths of
what you paid him went for
production expenses. That left
him $74.37 — less than 31/2 per
cent return on his investment --
and he threw in his own labor.
Fortunately, your farmer
friend out there has been in-
creasing his efficiency at a
rapid pace. Fifty years ago, it
took an average 10 acres of
cropland to' meet your needs.
Today, on just five acres, he
can produce about three times
as much wheat as you can eat,
twice as much rice, about 40
per cent more cotton and
soybeans than you can use, and
a fourth more feed grains than
it takes to feed the livestock
and poultry which produce your
meat, milk and eggs.
Since you can't use all the
food, feed and fiber raised by
your -farmer friend on those
five acres, he looks for an ex-
port market overseas. If he fin-
ds it, he can increase his
production and spread his costs
over more acres. If he doesn't,
then he has to cut back his
production and this means his
cost of producing a bushel or a
bale of your rood or fiber goes
up. As this happens, the far-
mer's incentive to stay in the
business of producing your food
and fiber just naturally goes
down.
That's why each of us needs
to be concerned about whether
the farmer taking the risk on
our five acres of land is going to
be able to maintain the fertility
of his soil and invest in the
mechanization and new
techniques necessary to main-
taining our supply of food,
fiber, and forestry products.
He's doing a good job of it
now, but as population grows
and demand increases, we're
going to have to share part of
that five acres with other
people. Somehow we are going
to have to find ways to make
our farm acreage even more
productive than it is now.
Seeing that the farmer has
the equipment, supplies, know-
how, and incentive to do the job
is where you come in.
Getting involved on the side
of the farmer on public issues
that affect his ability to
produce efficiently- and
profitably isn't meddling. Its






(A column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Coogreational Reoord Daffy)
U.S. Postal Service Vs.
United Parcel Service
REP. PHILIP M. CRANE (III.)
"...Let us image that there are two
companies competing in the parcel post
delivery system. Company "A"
operates a private, efficient, well run,
fiscally sound and profitable system.
Company "B" is subsidized by the
Government, fiscally unsound, inef-
ficient, and less than dependable.
"You are given a choice as to which
company will deliver your packages.
Well, if you are the U. S. Government
you will probably choose the private
company, "A", over the Government's
"B" to deliver your packages. Why?
The Government Service
Administration (GSA), a U. S.
housekeeping agency, can tell you. GSA
has been urged, and in fact, prefers to
use the less expensive, private com-
mercial parcel carriers, such as United
Parcel Service.
"I would like to share the following
article with my colleagues, that ap-




By Stephen M. Aug
United Parcel Service operates such
an efficient well-run profitable system
that it is unable to win a 5 per cent rate
Increase from the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
A three-commissioner board decided
unanimously the other day that UPS,
which operates a nationwide small-
package delivery service is entitled to a
rate increase of only 3 per cent.
In rejecting the UPS request for 5 per
cent, the ICC said not only does the
company not need a increase, but
because it has no competition,





The U. S. Postal Service and the
United Parcel Service cannot be fairly
compared.
When a rate hike for First Clifss mail
is requested, the TV News com-
mentators and some congressmen slyly
avoid mentioning the unprofitable
services the U.S. Postal Service is, by
law, forced to perform for the public.
They include General Delivery; Money
Orders; Small sales of postage stamps
and the sale of Food Stamps. They are
also saddled with the operation of tiny
high cost rural Post Offices. The same
congressmen who deplore the Postal
deficit resist the closing of these un-
profitable Post Offices. The public is
not ready for the efficient operation
demanded by eatemtitive business.
Bible Thought
And this I do for the gospel
sake, that I might be partaker
thereof with you. I Corinthians
9:23.
The wonder of Paul's life is
his devotion to the gospel. We,
too, can share his devotion by
our commitment.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray ledger 8 Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days, July I, Christmas Day. New Years
Doy and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers. Inc. 103 N 4th St Murray,
Ky , 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES in nrai solved
by carriers 52 25 per month payable in
advance Sy moil in Calloway County
and to Benton. Nordin, Mayfield, Sedalia
and Farmington. Ky , and Paris,
Buchanan and Puryear. Tenn $ IS 00
pot year Ity moil to other destinations,
$30 00 por year
Member of Associated eripss. Ken
lucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Poblishors
[MARTIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
4S381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: My former husband
worked for the failroad and will start
drawing his retirement soon. We were
married for 22 years and then got a
divorce. Am I entitled to any benefits
from my husband's railroad
retirement? — D. C.
ANSWER: A divorce cancels any
eligibility a wife may have to a wife's
benefit under the railroad, regardless
of the number of years of marriage.
HEARTLINE: I am 63 years old and I
have been a widow for four years now. I
can not get out of the house much any
more. I have a lot of time on my hands
and I would be interested in joining a
pen pal club. Do you know of any
available for senior citizens? — E. M.
ANSWER: Hearthne has developed
its own Pen Pal club for people over age
50. This club has members throughout
the country and it has both male and
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 15th, the
259th day of 19'76. There are 107 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:— -
On this date in 1949, Konrad
Adenauer became the first chancellor
of West Germany.
On this date —
In 1777, the Polish aristocrat, Count
Casimir Pulaski, was commissioned a
major general in the American
Revolutionary Army.
In 1789, the U.S. Department of
Foreign Affairs changed its named to
the Department of State.
In 1914, during World War I, German
New Guinea and the Bismarck
Archipelago surrendered to the British.
In 1938, British Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlain flew to Germany
to try to mediate a German-
Czechoslovak dispute.
In 1942, in World War II, German
armies attacked the Soviet city of
Stalingrad.
In 1959, Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev arrived in Washington to
begin a 13-day visit to the United States.
Ten years ago: Two American
astronauts splashed down in the
Atlantic after three historic days in
space.
Five years ago: A plastic bomb ex-
plosion ripped through a Saigon night
club, killing 15 people and injuring 57
others.
One year ago: Representatives of the
American Farm Bureau Federation
met with President Ford to protest
suspension of grain sales to the Soviet
Union.
Today's birthdays: Opera singer
Hilde Gueden is 53 years old. Singer and
pianist Bobby Short is 52.
Thought for today: Some tortures are
physical and some are mental. But one
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female members. For complete
information, write to Heartline
American 60 Club, 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: Is it true that
husbands of female veterans are
eligible for the same Veterans
Administration benefits as wives and
widows ofiniale veterans? —J. K.
ANSWER: Yes. A husband or
widower has the same status as a wife
or widow of a male veteran and is
eligibile to receive the same benefits if
otherwise entitled.
HEARTLINE: My mother receives
Supplemental Security Income
payments and is an invalid. I was her
repreSentative payee, but I have moved
--away. Can my aunt be her
representative payee? — C. T.
ANSWER: Yes, the main thing is that
the payee must be interested in the
welfare of the individual and provide
for the basic and personal needs of the
recipient. The change in payee should
be discussed with the local Social
Security office.
HEARTLINE: Will the Veterans
Administration pay transportation
charges in addition to the $800 burial
allowance for a service-connected
death of a veteran in a VA facility? —
B.R.
ANSWER: Yes. In addition to the
amount payable for the funeral,
transportation costs may be paid when
death occurs ins VA hospital.
10 Years Ago
The Calloway County Grand Jury
returned eighteen indictments to
Circuit Judge Earl R. Osborne here this
morning.
Mrs. Callie Russell, age 91, died
September 13 In a hospital in Detroit,
Mich. Funeral services will be held-at
Hazetitaptist Church.
The Kentucky High School Coaches
Directory for 1966-67 is dedicated to
Head Football Coach Preston (T)')
Holland of Murray.
Chaplain ( Major) Hugh F. Kelso,
Fort Polk, La., deputy chaplain, is
pictured receiving the Bronze Star
Medal earned for participation in World
War II while a Staff Sergeant in the
European Theatre. He also received the
Army Commendation medal.
The Murray Square Dance Club will
sponsor a square dance workshop at the
Kenlake Hotel on September 17.
20 Years Ago
The REA has approved a loan to the
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative of $334,000 to be used for
dial service for 850 subscribers in
Calloway, Graves, and Marshall
Counties.
R. L. Cooper, County Health
Administrator, announced that free
chest x-rays will be available to
Calloway Couritiank September 17-22
when the Tuberculosis X-Ray Mobile
Unit visits Murray. '
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Madrey will
represent Calloway County at the
District 4-H Advisery Council meeting.
Mildred Bell Was elected worthy
matron and Buel Stalls as worthy
patron of Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star for the
ensuing year.
Mrs. John Pasco spoke at the dinner
meeting of the Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First Christian
Church.
As Sen. Jesse Hellas of North
Carolina has said, the U. S. Senate has
been "a body of restraint, giving the
minority a chance to express its will."
That great tradition, however, is
being impaired by the arbitrary and
high-handed use of Senate rules.
Ruthless tactics are being used to
prevent Senate votes on issues ob-
jectionable to the majority. "There are
some in the Senate)," Sen. Helms
commented Aug. 31, who want to
-streamroller" legislation they favor,
"knowing they have a majority that
could enact a piece of Kleenex if the
leadership accidentally sent it up to the
desk."
What prompted Sen. Helms to make
this comment was that he had sought
unsuccessfully to introduce on behalf of
Sen. Strom Thurmond, who was
necessarily absent, an amendment to
pending legislation which would Place
unions under the antitrust laws.
The Senate was acting on House bill
8532 to amend the Clayton Act to perMtt
state attorneys general to bring certain
antitrust actions. Sen. Helms in-
troduced S. 926, the Thurmond antitrust
bill — which was designed to end the
monpolistic powers of labor unions and
place them on the same footing with
corporations. Therefore, Sen. Helms'
action was very much to the point of the
Senate debate.
Nevertheless, Sen. Robert C. Byrd of
West Virginia succeeded in having the
Helms amendment declared dilatory,
though only a few hours had been
devoted to debate. Indeed, Sen. Byrd
and the Senate majority prevented
debate on the substance of the Thur-
mond anti-rnoppoly proposal and
blocked a vote on this important issue
of monopoly power.
This iiTe of. action is what is meant
when one refers to the tyranny of the
majority. The American people are
- -denied an opportunity to hear the
merits of antitrust for unions or to learn
how their senators stand on an issue
involving equity and freedom.
Why was the majority so determined
to prevent the Thurmond antitrust bill
from being debated, let alone being
voted on?
Sen. John Tower of Texas pointed out
that the Senate majority refuses to do




United States Industrial Council
NI
(
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE SHAME OF THE SENATE
H"There has been abuseafter abuse by
Big Labor and we never did a thing •":-.
about it in this body. . . We do not do ;
anything about Big Labor in this body .
because we are mortally afraid of the
power of Big labor."
It is shocking, but true, that Big
Labor owns many senators. This is
thoroughly documented in the new • ,
paperback "The Hundred Million
Dollar Payoff" by Douglas Caddy. For ',-
example, Mr. Caddy quotes Sen. Lee
Metcalf of Montana as telling an AFL-
CIO meeting: "I'm as close as I can get tit
(to organized labor) and if I can get any
closer, or if I start straying away, you t3
guys better come around and tell me." ts:
No wonder the AFL-CIO gets what it
wants in the Senate.
Understandably, the very idea of '.;c
placing unions under the antitrust laws ‘.. 1
— Sen. Thurmond's bill and Rep. Philip
Crane's bill in the House — frightens
the union bosses. ,
If the unions were restrained by the
same antitrust laws that business
operates under, unions wouldn't be able
to engage in price-fixing,, restraint of .-
trade, and other monopolistic prac-
tices. Unions wouldn't be able to
threaten automobile manufacturers
with economic disasters, shut down
;automobile tire plants across the
country, or order nationwide boycotts.
The way things are in 'he Senate,
members of that body devoted at-
tention Aug. 31 to remarks about the
plight of movie goers who supposedly
were overcharged because popcorn
manufacturers allegedly got together .
and fixed prices, but the majority shut • :
down the debate the minute a minority
of senators wanted to discuss the power
of unions to close entire industries and
paralyze communities. That indicates a
very sad state of affairs in what once .1
was the greatese deliberative body in
the world.
-
Isn't It The Truth,.:,
We blame our failures on bad luck,
and success makes us puff out our ;IA
chests and crow how smart we are —
which just goes to show that most of us
cannot face the truth, that failure is
usually the result of our mistakes and
success often comes from the mistakes
of others who may be smarter or
stronger or richer or prettier, but
lazier.
The Member Who Never
Came Back: A Parable
"It amuses me now to think that your organization spends so much time
looking for new members—when I was there all the time. Do you remember
me?. 
I'm the fellow who was asked to join. I paid my dues and then I was asked
to be a loyal and faithful member.
"I'm the fellow who came to every meeting, but nobody paid any attention
to me. I tried several times to be friendly, but everyone seemed to have his
own friends to talk to and sit with. I sat down among some unfamiliar faces
several times, but they didn't pay much attention to me.
"I hoped somebody would ask me to join one of the committees or to
somehow participate and contribute—but no one did.
'Finally, because of illness, I missed a meeting. The next month no one
asked me where I had been. I guess it didn't matter very much whether I
was there or not. On the next meeting date I decided to stay home and watch
a good television program. When I attended the next meeting no one asked
me where I was the month before.
"You might say that I'm a good guy, a good family man, that I hold a
responsible job and love my community.
"You know who else lam? I'm the member who never came back."
Let's Stay Well
Teenage Pregnancy-Problems
How would you handle ex.
problem if your teen-age
daughter toki you that the was
preemie Such a situation pro-
duces a family crs and is
rough on all concerned,
especially the yoing nether.
Writing on this touchy subject
recently in the Jounuil of the
American Medical Association.
Thomas McDonald, PhD., ob-
served that an of every 10
Kleiman girls in the United
States becomes a mother before
die graduates from high school
That means that 210,000 such
pregnancies occur each year,
and they are increasing at 3,000
per year.
Nature's biological dock is set
to function and reproduce
humankind a number of years
ahead of socirty's cultural
schedule which requires more
time for development, education.
and preparation to earn a liveli-
hood.
Many of these young mothers
have had little sexual ex-
perience, and few of then want
I pregoanee.
Under theme circumstances.
F 1. filasingame. M.D
urgent tontine arise, sudi
Should she marry or rernarn
sing)e? an many instances. she
may be unare who is the fatter,
and he may not be available.)
Should she carry the baby?
Shoukl she keep it as give it up?
Should she hove an abortion'
Anger and prostre arise, and
few are aide to give objective,
companionate 40111ideration to
U ese and other tough questions
related to these havoc-producing
situations. While these perobiems
moire medical hen, they are
not resolved solely by medical
Teal*
Records show that approx-
imately two-thirds of these preg-
nant girls marry by the time of
delivery. tot such a solution is
not always adequate The
divorce rate is better than three
times higher for those persons
who marry while teen-agers.
%icicle attempts are frequent
among young mothers, as might
be expected.
These unfortisiate teen age's
are often breed to drop out of
high schooL and many fail to
cantinut their education at a
achievrneit k of self-respect
and chronic maladpatment
In etch cases, Dr. McDonald
obtrudes that the social welfare
casts for ore illegitimate child
requues anistance that amounts
to 000,000 over a lifetime. Many
of these women have additional
pregnancies and create serious
community ileum
Teen-age pregnancies are cos-
tly in lumen tragedies for the in-
volved girl and her family and
society.
These situations demand
wider education regarding sex
and sexual behavior. While pre-
vention is the treatment of
choice, more attention has to be
given to nunaging the complex
issues related to teen-age preg-
nancies to check its toll.
Q Mr E V would like infte-
mation regarding the ragweed
seam because he is troubled,
with hay fever in late summer.
A While ragweed is the iron
common plant that causes hay
fever in late summer, you may
be allergic to ragweed or some
other plant, each ail golden rod
Depending on the area of the
country, the ragweed pollen'
count becomes sufficiently high
in early to midsummer (South
and Southwest) to cause trouble. .
Farther north, the season LS later ,
before the pollen has formed and
beg= to be releseed
The pollen conoentrauon
affected by the weather (wet
growing seasons are worse) and
by the wind. Local pollen counts
are usually available frot-n the
health department The rag
weed pollen may continue to be
troublesome until frost
Q. Mrs I. R asks how chag-
noes of amoebic dysentery can
be made
A Amoebic dystentery
(amoebiasis or amoebic colitis)
depends on laboratory tests.
Finding the canative parasite .;
(Entamoeba histolytica) in a
stool specimen or from an
ulcerative area in the rectum .1'
clinches the thagocen Certain
blood testi (indirect hernag-
glutination) may be pontive in .-•
amoeba Finally. a prompt ..-
response to treatment confirms
-
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Length Of Strike
Is Key Question
DETROIT t AP — With
170,000 United Auto Workers
on strike against Ford Motor
Co. in 22 states, the key
question is how long the
walkout will last.
Officials for both sides say a
repeat of 1967's 66-day strike
would hurt the nation's
economic recovery. There is
almost no chance the strike
will be settled quickly,
because neither side expects
contract talks to resume
before next week.
Workers at assembly plants
in New Jersey and Chicago
were the first to set up picket
lines on Tuesday, beating the
official midnight deadline. At
Ford's huge complex in
suburban Dearborn, Mielti
workers chanted a second-by-
second countdown as the
deadline neared.
"As soon as Henry Ford's
supply of cars runs out, we'll
go back to work," said Danny
Harrington as he picketed in
Dearborn today. "He isn't
gonna get caught with his
pants down."
Industry analysts have said
the strike would have no great
impact on the company, the
union or the nation's economy
unless it extends beyond a
month.
Ford has more than 70 days'
supply of unsold cars.
However, most of that supply
includes slow-selling 1976
small cars. Analysts say the
firm has only about a 14-day
.supply of 1977 models, which
• normally are in heavy
, demand this time of year.
UAW President Leonard
Woodcock, asked if he was
hopeful the walkout would be
brief, said: "That's in the lap
of the future. We will work,
obviously, toward the shortest
possible strike."
But he said he sent home his
DAR ES SALAAM,
Tanzania ( AP) —Secretary of
State Henry A. Kisssinger met




action to end the rule of the
.white minority in southern
jAfrica.
• The two conferred privately
for an hour and then were
joined by senior advisers for a
;full-scale discussion of the
;tangled issues of racial
-confrontation in the region.
In a commentary issued sipti
the eve of the meetfng,
•Nyerere's government said
Americans who fought for
their own independence must
concede the same right to
black guerrillas who have
taken up arms for freedom.
"Why cannot the-American...
government say that if a
peaceful transfer of power is
impossible because of the
intransigence of the racists,
then it will be on the side of
those who fight for freedom?"
:,. the Tanzanian government
r- asked.
"The freedom fighters do
. not want non-African forces
from anywhere. All they want
is the wherewithal to conduct
.". their own fight."
' The statement also
'? denounced South African
I -Prime Minister John Vorster
-... as "the butcher" of Soweto,
the black Johannesburg
1 ghetto that has been a center.; of antigovernment agitation
and violence since mid-June.
) AP.'" : It contended that Kissinger's
meetings with Vorster have
i given the South African leadert the ' -appearance of "a
respectable statesman."1
.t.• Hundreds of young banner-
waving demonstrators
chanted "Kissinger go home,"
"Down with the CIA" and "No
7 dialogue with Vorster" at the
airport as the secretary of
1 state arrived shortly before
A midnight Tuesday.t
z In an arrival statement,
I Kissinger said he was
; undertaking his peace mission
; at the request of African
i leaders.ir
ii "The United States wants
'nothing for itself," he said.
.: "The conflict we are trying to
I end is a conflict which willaffect most of all the people ofAfrica."
iktr. A senior American official
bargaining committee, which
must approve any settlement
before it is 'presented to the
rank-and-file.
Union sources said the
strike almost certainly would
extend into October, because
it would take at least a week
after a settlement is reached
just to complete ratification.
Negotiations, have been
deadlocked on several major
issues — including a key union
demand for reducing work
time — and the strike was no
surprise. Other disputes
involved wagawlayoff pay,
health care and pensions.
The UAW wants an
additional one day off at full
pay each month to bolster job
security and create new
openings in the work force.
The union, which is working
toward a four-day work week,
says its proposal would reduce
work time 5 per cent a year,
and thus require Ford to
increase employment .§
cent.
The company, which now
provides 30 days of paid
holiday and vacation time off
a year, has offered up to 40
additional hours — or five
days. But the plan imposes
strict restrictions based on
seniority and perfect
attendance. The union has
rejected the plan, saying it
would not create any new jobs.
Ford has offered a 3 per cent
annual general wage hike
which averages 60 cents an
hour over three years. That
would raise base wages to an
average of 47.48 an hour by.
__1979. Ford also said it would
continue the current cost-of-
Jiving formula.
The two sides do-nit—appear
to be far apart on the general
increase. But the union has
insisted on improvements in
the cost-of-living formula.
in Kissinger's party told
reporters during the flight
from Europe to Tanzania that
the Soviet government is
plotting actively to wreck the
secretary of state's peace
mission.
The official said Jacob A.
Malik, the Soviet ambassador
to the United Nations, is a key
figure in Moscow's campaign.
He said Malik is personally
Warning African envoys at the
United Nations that
Kissinger's purpose is to
preserve white supremacy in
southern Africa so as to keep
the area's resources available
to the capitalist world.
In New York, a member of
Malik's staff said "it's
difficult to see" how his chief
could be doing that since he
has been in the Soviet Union
since mid-July for vacation
and an operation.
The American official said
the campaign is also being
pressed by. Moscow's
propaganda media and Soviet
ambassadors in Africa and
Asia.
Prices of dock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray. are as follows
Heublein Inc 48% -%
McDonalds Corp 57% +V4
Ponderosa Systems 
Kimberly Clark 37% +%
Union Carbide 84 Alt
W.R. Grace 71% +14
Texaco 27% unc




Jim Walters 31% +
Kirsch 15% uric
Disney  49% +
Franklin Mint 341/4 +%
Prices of stocks or local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co area's follows:
Industrial Avg ,4- .58
Airco 321, one
Amer Motors 41/ unt
Ashland Oil /5341
A T & T 80% +i
Ford MA, -4
Gen.  311/4 +Li
Gen Z‘i!i nin es  818% utic
Gen, Tire 13% -%
Goodrich Mk +%
Gulf Oil " 27% +141
Pennwalt 3455 -%
Quaker Oats 13% -%
Republic Steel 34% -%
Singer X% +%
Tappan 7% -%
Western Union. 201/4 Air - ,
Zeroth 31/4 -1,4 ,
Nikolaus Otto introduced the
principle of the internal aim-












Honey Dew Melons 19t
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Fresh Family Pack Chicken
Thighs







COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON
Limit I Per Family Limit I Per Family - Limit 1 Per Fornil Limit I Per Family Limit I Per Family limit 1 Per Family Limit 1 Per Family Limit 1 Per Fan- .
Foiger's Post Post Hefty - Quart Lux Bar Soap Dishwasher
Coffee Tootles HoneyComb
_Hefty
Trash Bags Food Bags Liquid Caress All
8 88 Both Size
, Vb. Con II
1
18 oz. Box 55° 9 oz. Box 55 $120 ct. Box 781 35 ct. Box 450 C22 oz. Bot 69 3/89 c 35 oz. Box 
79c
Expires 9-21-76 Expires 9.21-76 Expires 9-21-76 Expires 9-21-76 Expires 9-21-76 Expires 9-21-76 Expires 9-21-76 Expires 9-2i-7'bood Oaly At Storey's fleel 011y Atgstris Cud bill AI %refs kw poly At %refs Good Only Ai Steroy's Ned Only AI Stem. t 6eosl Daly At Siorey's Coed Only At Stem i
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Limit 1 with $7.50 Add. Pur.
















Sausage 5 oz 36'
co
Spaghetti 7 oz 14'
C a H Powdered
$1 66woo
In Our Health




























At Scotia Coal Mine Scene
OVEN FORK, Ky. (AP) --
Rescue teams seeking the
bodies of 11 men killed in a
blast at a coal mine here last
March are apparently ready
to continue their reentry into
the mine after clearing the
shaft of a four-month buildup
of water.
The crews made the first
big move" Tuesday, over a
month after their steady
progress was halted in late
July by deep water.
"We finally got most of the
water out and, just yesterday,
moved out another 1,000 feet to
8,064 feet from the portal,"
Kentucky Mines and Minerals
. Commissioner H. N.
Kirkpatrick said. "We're
about PI miles from the
portal t mine opening), which
leaves two more miles to go to
the bodies."
The current recovery work
began. July 14,1some four
months after state and federal
safety officials ordered the
mine sealed to avert further
explosions. The mine was
deemed too dangerous to
attempt a rescue of the last 11
victims.
The men whose bodies
remain in the Scotia Coal Co.
mine died when thaslicond
methane gas explosion ,in less
than 60 hours ripped through
the Black Mountain No. 1
mine. The 11 men killed on
March 11 were preparing the
mine for repair operations
after a March 9 blast that
killed 15 miners.
. After making progress for
about two weeks, the crews
were stymied some 7,000 feet
into the mine by standing
water.
"It was up to the roof in
some places," said
Kirkpatrick. "I was in the
mine last Friday and you
could see the water marks.
That bogged us down at the
low part of the mine."
Kirkpatrick said the mine is
bowl-shaped, and the water
got deeper as the crews
neared the 'bottom of the
bowl.'
"You go to the bottom of the
bowl and then you start up,"
he explained. "Now we should
be going upward, away from
where all the water
accumulated."
He estimated the crews
could cover about 500 feet a
day — moving 1,000 feet
further into the mine on one
day and then ventilating that
section on the following day.
"Now it all depends on the
roof conditions," he said. "If
there's a oanajor fall an& we
have to _clean it up, it could
slow us down."
Kirkpatrick estimated it
would be mid-October — about
a month later than original
estimates — before the rescue
crews reached the bodies of
the entombed men.
Those estimates by Scotia
Coal Co. officials were "like a
lot of other estimates. Now,
everybody knows we're not
going to reach them by the
15th of September," he said.
Officials have speculated
during lengthy hearings that
both explosions were probably
triggered 'by the battery-
operated brakes on a mine
car, which sparked into life
and ignited the high
concentration of methane gas.
But Kirkpatrick said he
won't offer any "official"
cause a the blasts until the
bodies of the dead men, have




The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Friday, September
17, at 7:00 p. m. at the riding
pen, located east of Murray on
the Van Cleve Road.
Food will be available in the





A gospel singing will be held
at-Farmington High School on
Saturday, September 18, at
7:30 p. m.
The Don Hendley Singers
will be featured. The singing
will be sponsored by several
community clubs.
Seamen in the 18th century
were , "tars!' .beeolase
they wore diiir long hair In tar-
red pigtails to keep it in place.
Large square collars were
added to sailors' uniforms to











Call Sears Today tor the tire 1:1 Id your tar at a great sayings'
PRICES EXPIRE NOVEMBER 26, 1976
Iteolced tram oar





CA lees Today lot Shocks to lit your car!
PRICE EXPIRES NOVEMBER 26, 1976
front or rear
• Prices ile Cala4og Prices • Sliooiso, lostalloliso Extra
Sears Catalog Sales Offke
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RACER SOCCER TEAM—Five or six different nations are represented in this group of Murray State soccer players who will,soon
be opening their season. Top row, left to right are, Coach Jerry Eyrich, Nivio Houtz, Dave Gough, Earl Campbell, Quentin Fannin,
Lekan Biobaku, Kent Kamphaus, Emanuel Dokubo, Janet Battle, Mike Sanders, Bernie Ray, Jimmy Lukeman and Tony Alabroba,
Front row, Gene Sheehan, "Little Joe" Patrick, fbere Edemeka, Jimmy Clothier, R. Kent Noderhoff, R. Kentish, Eric Kiani, Tony
Englert, Keith Koehler and Potmore (batman. Seated in front is veteran goalie Trevor Athill.
(Stuff Itseto by M. trended)
Racer Soccer Team Set
To Open Year Saturday
Soccer returns to the Murray area this weekend when the
Murray State University soccer club begins its regular
season against Southeast Missouri at 2 p.m. Saturday at the
Cut chin Recreational Area.
This season's Murray team is well coached by professor
Gerald Eyrich. He has recently joined the university
faculty and for the past eight years, has coached soccer in
southern California.
Teamwork, spirit and dedication are the three main com-
ponents of the club this season. Murray has eight of its
eleven starters returning from last year.
Starters returning include Mike Sanders, Bernie Ray,
Lekan Biobako, Joe Patrick, Trevor AthW, Emanuel
Dokobo, Kent Kampha us and Patmore Chatham.
Along with this fine group of veterans will be new and ex-
perienced talent such as Gene Sheehan and Jim Lukeman.
A total of 25 players will comprise Murray's home team
while a rotating number of 15 men will take the fight to the
opponent's field.
Extra incentive has been added to this hard-fighting team
9
this year and that is to regain its NCAA varsity status. After
losing its status two years ago, the university team was for-
med into a club which not only play other college clubs but
college teams with NCAA status.
With the strength and talent of this year's team, not only
its regulars but with its fine reserve depth, the goal in win-
ning will be to regain its status for next season's team.
A total of 12 games are planned for this season with such
teams as Southern Illinois University, Southeast Missouri
and Eastern Kentucky.
The climax of the season will be the Berea Tournament at
the end of the season.
Murray's quick and rugged team will be well-prepared
for the opener with SEM°. The Indians should have their
hands full in trying to contend with the Racers.
The coach and the team members request not only
student support but also that the local townspeople come
out and help support the club.
In particular, a special invitation goes to the youngsters




lene case with sure-grip ribb-




Puts out all classes of
home fires—wood, cloth,
flammable liquids, elec-
trical. UL rated 1-A;
10-8:C. H-110
-We are pleased to announce that
Tees° Erwin, bride-elect of Larry
Lilly has signed up for her selection
of gifts with us.
Wireless 444Lighting
Fixture . I
Easily installed in garage,
closets, etc. Battery oper-
ated, needs no wiring. 200
TRASH CAN LINERS
Heavy-duty plastic. Choose
40-pk. of 25-gal. or 25-pk.
of 30-gal. NF 192/25
Household Li
CLEANER
Foams away dirt; germicidal
action. 17 oz. spray. 1553
Limit. One Coupon per Adult Customer
Norelco Coffee Filters
Traps sediment and bitter-tast
ing oils. 400 pk. 0F400
Limit One Coupon per Adult Customer
An Exceptional Value
Only From Your
The nourishment they need to
be strong and healthy. 5 lbs.
Limit One Coupon per Adult Customer
SUPER GLUE
Use sparingly—one drop holds








For many needs. 75-21/300
Choose 60, 75 or 100 watt. In-
side frosted. 60/75/100A
Our finest Acrylic Latex exterior finish.
Protects like an oil paint: resists weather,
stains, blistering, smog. 30 Jamestown
Colors & White.
- SELECT LATEX HOUSE PAINT
A real money-saving value for home-
owners! Resists fading, blistering, fumes.
Dries fast. Water cleanup. Pure White; 4
popular colors.
E-Z KARE LATEX FLAT ENAMEL!
Super scrubbablel Looks like a flat.
Washes like enamel. Resists stains and
dirt. Easy to apply. Dries fast. Water
cleanup. White & Custom Colors.
Our finest flat latex. Thick, creamy
no-drip formula. Easy to apply. One coat
covers most surfaces. Dries in 30 minutes.
48 Colors & white.
Rich, velvety flat latex. Fully washable.
High hiding. Ideal for all type walls:
piaster, wallboard. Water cleanup. White
& Colors.
4*.






Murray High 13, Mayfield 12
EDITOR'S NOTE - The following story was taken from His
Murray Ledger 8. Times front page, dated September 18, 1965.
Since that time, Murray High's Tigers have not defeated
Mayfield. Friday night, the two teams meet in Holland
Stadium.
"Unbeaten Mayfield, with a ball control game that
almost spelled disaster for the Murray High Tigers, fell 13-
12 last night to give the local team a string of three victories
in as many starts.
A lone extra point, sent through the uprights by Steve
Doran, spelled the difference between victory and defeat
for the Tigers.
Arlo Sprunger electrified the Murray squad and the
packed stands when he racked up the first score of the
game. Murray received the ball on the opening kickoff and
unable to gain, punted out to Mayfield.
Mayfield was unable to gain ground ield kicked out to the
Murray 27-yard line where Doran fumbled the ball and
Mayfield recovered. Mayfield went to the Murray 11 but
were penalized back to the Murray 16. Hard-hitting Holmes
of Mayfield failed to gain then Williamson of Mayfield lost
back to the 30.
On the next play, a pass was incomplete and Lookofsky
was called in apparently to kick a field goal for the Car-
dinals. In a surprise move, Mayfield passed but Arlo
Sprunger, alert and on the spot, took the ball in and raced 80
yards for a Murray touchdown. Doran's extra point failed
and it was 6-0 with 7:19 left in the first quarter.
Mayfield tied up the score in the seconchqaarter with 23
seconds left in the half.
The Cardinals took the ball on their own 10-yard line after
a Murray quick kick. In a beautiful exhibition of bail con-
trol, the Cardinals moved down the field, picking up six first
downs along the way.
Nursing the clock, the ball was maneuvered down to the
Murray one-yard line where Williamson slashed across for
the marker. Lookofsky's extra point was no good and the
half ended tied 6-6.
An active third quarter of the ball game saw Murray on
more even footing with the hard-hitting Cardinals. Mayfield
received the ball and gaining only scant yardage, kicl:ed
out to the Murray 44.
Doran and West moved to the 40 then Doran passed to
Watkins but Qualk took it right out of his hands on his own
34-yard line, Capitalizing orrthis bonus, Williamson, Qualk
and Holmes blasted a path to the goal-line where David
Morris took it over from the 15-Yard line with 5:10 left in the
thirdperiod.
Murray received the ball on their own 30, moved to the 47
where Doran passed to Jimmy Willdlisito the Mayfield 15-
yard line, Doran and Eddie West moved to the Mayfield one
where Doran went over for the TD with 1:20 left in the third
quarter. Doran's extra point was good and Murrax led by
one point, 13-12.
The fourth quarter was spent with the Cardinals trying to
break the Murray High lead. But the Tigers enjoyed some
ball control of their own in the waning moments of the game
to protect their one-point margin.
Murray fans were almost in tears in the third quarter af-
ter Mayfield had racked up their second touchdown.
Murray received the kickoff on the 20, returned in to the 30
then fumbled to Mayfield.
Mayfield picked up the ball and moved across the Murray
goal for an apparent touchdown. The officials nullified the
rim with an off sides penalty against the Cardinals.
The Tigers had another chance to score when Jimmy
Wilkins, who playedttremendous game fast night, jarred
Powell of Mayfield.liare from the ball on the Mayfield 16-
yard line.
Duke Dubia, who also played a brilliant game last night,
recovered on the Mayfield 19. The Titers gained little in
four plays and Mayfield took over at that point.
Mayfield went to the air in the closing minutes of the
ballgame in an attempt to mark Up another touchdown.
However, the Murray defense, tough all night long, preven-
ted the completion.
The tremendous ground game of Mayfield showed up in
the statistics with the Cardinals racking up 266 yards while
Murray got 123. Mayfield gained 12 first downs to six for
Murray High.
Mayfield was penalized 35 yards while the Tigers came
through unscathed.
Murray fumbled two times with Mayfield recovering




Ledger &Times Sports Editor
Buddy Hewitt has made It
111 
plain what his goals are for his
Murray State golf team.
. First of all, the Racer
linksters open the season this
weekend at the Mid-American
- Classic in Bonne Terre,
Missouri. There will be eight
teams on hand and Hewitt's
goal is to finish no worse than
_ third.
Next, Hewitt has told his
team he has a goal of not
finishing below the top 10 in
any tourney this fall. Last of
all, Hewitt would like to have
his team finish in the top four
In the Ohio Valley Conference.
All of those goals sound
reasonable.. except, Murray
finished dead-last last year in
the OVC and this is not
expected to be a banner
season.
But regardless of all the
things against him, Hewitt
still thinks it can all be done.
"If we accomplish those
three goals, then I will feel it
has been a successful year.
Otherwise, I will not feel we
have been successful," Hewitt
said. . 
"To reach those goals, it will
take a lot of hard work and
dedication on the part of the
players and their coach," he
added.
Hewitt has been coaching
golf at Murray for 17 years.
Last year's eighth-place finish
in the league was the worst
ever and Hewitt is determined
to rebuild the program and get
it to where it used to be.
Mike Perpich of Louisville
was the best player on the
team last year. He is now gone
and working as an assistant
golf pro at the Lakes Charles,
La., Country Club. The pro
there is former Racer golf star
George Cascino.
Kevin Klier, a senior from
Naperville, ill., is the only
golfer with a lot of real
experience back this season.
Klier was the Most Valuable
Player for the Racers last
year. He won the title in the
Murray State Intercollegiate
and finished in the top five in
two other tourneys.
Thus far, in five qualifying
rounds this fall, Klier is the
only Racer golfer to shoot sub-
par golf. He has a four-under
par 356 total for the five
REWARD
Eat the food that won the West.





kid can eat like a horse at Jerry's
Frontier Roundup on Wednesday
nights. There's a ipecial Kidstuft
menu just for them.
Of course, adults get a good deal, too Two
kinds of choice steak,barbectied beef and
,j Chicken, plus sausage and beans. And after
you've enjoyed the good things to eat
Ii you may wins good prize to keep. Like a
It 1977 Ford Pinto or other prizes.Register
any Wednesday night til Dec. 8, 1976. No
purchase necessary.
rounds. His last time out, he
had a five-under par 67 at the
Murray Country Club.
Tommy Thomas, a Danville
native who played for the
Racers this past season, is
scholastically ineligible.
The two open spots of
Perpich and Thomas are
being filled by Doug Miller
and Brian McDonald.
Miller is a product of
Abraham Baldwin Junior
College in Tifton, Ga. His
home is Vidalia, Ga., which is
known as the "onion capital of
the world."
McDonald, who has had
some experience playing with
the Canadian Junior Four-
Man Team, is a freshman
from Valleyfield, Quebec,
Canada.
Bobby Cronin will hold down
the fourth spot. Cronin
transferred to Murray State
from Paducah Community
College where two years ago,
he finished second in the
Junior College Regional Golf
Tournament.
The fifth spot is up for grabs
between six or seven other
golfers.
With one more pre-season
qualifying round left, five
strokes separate a large group
of golfers, all hoping for the
fifth position.
Other team members are
Hoot Gibson of Mayfield, Lee
Stewart of Murray, Tony
Gholson of Louisville, Greg
Carter of Arlington, Bobby
Haydon of Springfield, Dick
Francey of Halifax, Mass.,
Mike Campbell of Louisville,
John Aludwell of Trenton,
N.J., Dennis Turner of
-thickset), Mo., Norman
Vacovsky of Baltimore, Md.,
and Larry Patton of
Kendallville, Ind,
For the first time in- many
years, the Racers rill not be





Murray will host its own
tourney over the 24th and 25th
of September. Among teams
entered are Austin Peay.
lkadley, Middle Tennessee,




ifkir will not return.
On the first weekend in
October, the Racers will be at
the River City Classic in
Memphis. This will be the
strongest of any college
tourney in the United States.





Houston, Oral Roberts and
many more outstanding
teams.
On October 8th and 9th, the
Racers will be at
the Tennessee Tech
Intercollegiate. Last year,
Murray finished second in the
Cookeville tourney.
The final match of the
season will be October 15-17 at
the Buckeye Classic at Ohio
State. The spring schedule has
not been completed as of yet.
Baseball Standings
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L PcL GB
New York 88 55 .615 —
Baltimore 79 65 .549 91/2
Cleveland 73 71 .507 151/2
Boston 68 76 .472 201/2
Detroit 67 77 .465 21/2
Milwkee 63 80 .441 25
West
Kan City 83 62 .572
Oakland 78 66 .542 41/2
Minnesota 74 73 .503 10
California 67 79 .459 161/2
Texas 64 80 .444 181/2
Chicago 63 83 .432 201/2
Tuesday's Results
Oakland 4-3, Minnesota 2-4
Kansas City 2, Chicago 1
Baltimore 9, Detroit 7
New York 8, Cleveland 2
Milwaukee 3, Boston 2, 10 in-
nings '
California 6, Texas 4
NATIONAL LEAGUE,r..
East
W L Pct. GB
Ptula 88 55 .615
Pitts 82 61 .573 6
New York 76 67 .531 12
Chicago 66 79 .455 23
St. Louis 63 78 447 24
Montreal 48 93 .340 39
West
Cincinnati 93 53 .o37
Los Ang 82 62 569 10
Houston 72 75 .490 211/2
San Diego 67 80 .456 261/2.
San Fran 67 81 .453 27
Atlanta 63 83 .432 30
Tuesday's Results
Houston 4-3, Atlanta 3-4
Philadelphia 3, Montreal 2
New York 4, Pittsburgh 3
Los Angeles 9, Cincinnati 0
Chicago 6, St. Louis 3
'San Francis& 7, San Diego 6
Wednesday's Games
Chicago (Renko 7-9) at Mon-
treal (Landreth 0-0), ( twi )
St. Louis (Curtis 5-9 and Den-
ny 9-7) at New York (Espinosa
3-3 and Lolich 8-12), 2, (t-n)
Mayfield Ranked First
In State AA Grid Poll
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
As if Murray didn't have
enough incentive in its
upcoming showdown with
Mayfield..
The Tigers, ranked fourth in
State AA in the latest
Associated Press poll, now has
a chance to knock off a
Mayfield team that this week
earned the No. 1 ranking in
that same poll.
"We're happy to be there,"
said Mayfield Coach Jack
Morris. "If we're there next
week, we'll deserve to be
there. We feel like if we can
beat them, we'll have the best
ball club."
Mayfield, fourth last week,
bolted into the top position
after last week's leader,
Middlesboro, dropped to fifth
place after a 35-0 loss to
Maryville, Tenn. Mayfield, 3-
0, belted Todd County Central
42-0.
Scott County held onto
second place and Corbin was
again in third in AA while
Murray moved up a notch to
fourth after blitzing Fulton
County 44-0.
Although Trinity remained
unbeaten for the third
cOnsecutive week, its
lacklustre 10-0 win over twice-
beaten Central caused voters
to install Bishop David into the
top spot in Jefferson County
AAAA. Bishop David downed
Western 19-3.
Defending Class AAAA state
champion St. Xavier, 3-0
despite losing all but one
starter, moved into second
place while Trinity slipped to
third. Manual and Seneca
remained fourth and fifth,
respectively.
The other three top-rated
clubs in the five-section p011
remained on top. Ashland of
State AAAA belted
Huntington, W.Va., East 29-7;
Ft. Thomas Highlands yenned
State AAA after blanking
Covington Catholic 27-0; and
Harrodsburg was a
unanimous choice in State A
after defeating Conner 26-6.
Bowling Green held second
in State AAAA just four points
behind Ashland despite failing
to receive a single first place
vote.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are the voting break-
downs in the five classifications
of The Associated Press high
school football poll:
Jefferson County AAAA
1.Bishop David (3-0)(2) 47
2.St. Xavier I 2-01( 2) 45
3.Trinity ( 3-0)( 1) 42
4.Manual 2-0) 33
5.Seneca 2-0) • 27
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Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Boyd Co., Lex.
Lafayette.
State AAA
1.Ft. Thomas Highlands (2-
0)1111,' 145
2. Franklin-Simpson 13)1) ( 1)
1.29
3.Erianger 1..loyd (3-0)(2) 115
4.01dhani Co. (3-0) 94
Manville (3-0)(t) 76 -
























RACER GOLFERS- The Murray State golf team will open its season this weekend at the Mid American Classic. Team members
are top row, left to right, Coach Buddy Hewitt, Dick Francey, Dennis Turner, Tony Gholson, Greg Carter, Lee Stewart, Kevin Mier,
Norman Vocovsky, Bobby Cronin and John Studwell. Front row, Hoot Gibson, Doug Miller, Tommy Thomas, Mike Campbell, Irian
ilcDonald, Bobby Haydon and Larry Patton.
(Staff Plests Iss alike inistass)
150:
AUTO SERVICE
For More Good Years In Our C'ar
Lube and Oil Change
88





My u S made car —
Darts Cafes if needed
Excludes frorit-wheei
drive cars
• Complete analysis and alignment
correction - to increase tire mile-
age and improve steering
• Precision equipment, used by
experienced mechanics, helps en-
sure a precision alignment
GOODYEAR "GO-POWER"
At A Pofferful Lots Price!
Groups
24, 24F
A rugged, dependable battery
loaded w,th quality featuris.
Goodyear has the right bat-
. terry for whatever you drive
. import, small car, pickup.
van, RV.
V, I,
WILL YOUR BATTERY MAKE IT THROUGH ANOTHER WINTER'
DRIVE IN TODAY FOR A FREE BATTERY POWER CHECK.
• Complete chassis lubrication & oil change
• Helps ensure long wearing parts lk smooth.
quiet performance
• Please phone for appointment
• Including light trucks




Add $4 for C cyl
$2 for air cone
5.4 less tor cant 1.111
electronic ignition
• Our mechanhc,s electronically
fine-tune your engine • New
points. plugs & 2ondenser
• Test charging/starting sys-
tems, adjust carburetor **rips
maintain a smooth running 'ap;
gine • Includes Datsun,Toyots:-.,
VW a fight trucis





• Fast starts • Maximum
cranking power • Calcium
lead construction for long
life * Acid se,gled in









• Precision built and inspected by Goodyear 1 78 Series1• Whitewalls 6 just $3 more • Other sizes $









For more good years in Our car
8 Ways to Buy
• Cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankArneric*rd
• American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
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The Murray High freshnien
Tigers will open their season
at 6:30 p. m. Thursday in
Holland Stadium against
Heath.
Last year as eight); graders,
this team rolled up a perfect 5-
0 season. Heath will be the
only team from last year back
on the six-game schedule.
Heath has its best freshman
team in the history of the
school. A total of 11 of the
Pirate freshmen players are
on the varsity club.
Defensively, Tim Miller and
Dwight McDowell will start at
tackles while Bradley Wells
will go at one defensive end.
The other end position is
 up
for grabs between Kent
Eversmeyer and Charlie
Wells. Kevin Vaughn will start
as the nose guard.
Operation Success
BUFFALO ( AP) — An
operation Tuesday to repair
torn ligaments in fullback Jim
Braxton's right knee was a
success, the National Football
League Buffalo Bills
announced. - ---
Doctors reported there was
no cartilage damage.
Braxton, 27, was expected to
be in a cast seven weeks and
miss the entire season.
NiCky Swift will start at one
linebacker position while the
other linebacker spot will be
held by Nick Hibbard. Reed
Hornsby will go at one of the
cornerback spots while the
other one is up for grabs
between Eddie Adams and
Charlie Wells.
Gary "Hobbs" Long will
start as strong safety with
David Reed playing free
safety.
Offensive-wide, Bradley
Wells and Charlie Wells will
start as ends while Tim Miller
and Zachary Jones will play
as tackles. Guards are Dwight
McDowell and Mickey
Cochran.
Mark Barber will be the
starting center while Ric
h
Rollins will start at
quarterback, Nicky Swift at
fullback, Nick Hibbard at
tailback and Gary Long at the
flankerback slot.
Others on the club include
Ricky Morgan, Kenny
Bogard, Bruce Rogers, Luis
Garrastazu, Kevin Wright,
Mark Denham, Darrell
Turner and Randy Garland.
Last year's frosh team
-posted only a 1-5 record, the
Ione win coming over South
'Marshall.
"We only have 24 people on
the team," Coach Mark Brady
said.
"We , have some good
players but we simply lack the
depth. If we have any key
injuries during the season, we
could be in trouble," Brady
added.
After hosting Heath, the
Tigers will be at Benton
Junior High September M,
Jetton will be here on the 30th,
Murray will be at North
Marshall on October 7, at
Mayfield on the 14th and then
close the season October 21 by

























Royals Gain Ground, Phillies
Increase Lead To Six Games
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
With -time running out and a
stalemate developing in the
American League West, the
pressure rests squarely with
the Oakland A's, and Manager
Chuck Tanner is beginning to
feel it.
"We just have to win,"
Tanner said after splitting a
pair Tuesday with Minnesota
— winning the first game 4-2
and losing the nightcap 4-3. "I
don't know what Kansas City
is doing but we have to win."
Tanner should know what
the AL West-leaeing Royals
are doing — the same thing as
his second-place A's. Starting
last week, the two teams have
been pacing each other,
almost step-for-step.
A week ago today, Kansas
lost to California, and Oakland
lost to Chicago. On Thursday,
both teams won; on Friday,
they both lost. Both teams
again won on Saturday and
Sunday. On Monday, Oakland
was rained out, and Kansas
City split a pair with Chicago.
The Royals have won four of
their past eight games,
including a 2-1 victory
Tuesday over Chicago.
Oakland has won five of eight.
The A's now trail Kansas
City by 41/2 games, a very
small improvement on the
five-game deficit they faced a
week ago.
Elsewhere in the AL, the
New York Yankees thumped
Cleveland 8-2, Baltimore beat
Detroit 9-7, California clipped
Texas 6-4 and Milwaukee
edged Boston 3-2 in 10 innings.
Vida Blue, 15-12, scattered
eight hits, including Dan
Ford's home run, and Gene
Tenace smacked a two-run
homer in the eighth inning for
Oakland's opening-game
victory. It was the first time
the A's had beaten Minnesota
ip gloomington this season.
Ford's ninth-inning single
scored Jerry Terrell, giving
the Twins a victory in the
nightcap. Dave Goltz went the
distance for the Twins,
scattering 11 hits and evening
his record at 13-13.
Oakland's Claudell Wash-
ington and Minnesota's Mike
Qthbage homered.
Royals 2, White Sox 1
Andy Hassler, 5-10, tossed a
five-hitter that led the Royals
over the White Sox, and he
called it the highlight of his
season.
"I have never been in a
similar situation — battling
with a team for the pennant
— and we just couldn't afford
to come out short today," he
said.
Hal M,cRae scored the
decisive run in the fourth
inning off reliever Terry
Forster, 2-11. He led off with a
double and raced to third on a
bouncer to the mound by Al
Cowens. Cowens stole second,
and McRae scored on catcher
Jim Essian's wild throw.
Yankees 8, Indians 2
The Yankees' victorf;which
marked the first start by left-
hander Grant Jackson since
September, 1971, kept them
91/2 games ahead of Baltimore
and cut their magic number
for a championship to 10 while
mathematically ending
defending AL champion
Boston's bid for repeat honors.
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
In May, when everybody is a
contender, a loss is just a
number. But in September,
when just a chosen few are
contenders, a loss can be a
disaster.
'Time's running out on us,"
said Pittsburgh's Jim Rooker
after the second-place Pirates
were knocked off by the New
York Mets for the second day
in a row.
The Meta won 4-3 with a pair
of runs in the rath inning,
sending the Pirates to their
fourth defeat in 19 games. The
last time the Pirates lost twice
in a row was Aug. 20-21.
And this was not the best
time for the Pirates to turn
cold, especially since the
Phillies' flame seems to be,
rekindled. The Phillies beat
Montreal 3-2 for Use* third
straight victory after losing 13
out of 15. The last time the
Phithes won three straight
was Aug. 22-24.
Tony Taylor, in his 40th
September, stroked an
important single in the three-
run fifth inning that carried
Philadelphia over Montreal.
The Phillies, fading fast just
three days ago, now hold a six-
game edge over Pittsburgh in
the race for the National
League East title. The two
Pennsylvania rivals open a
two-game set in Philadelphia
tonight.
"Olt hands are full, but
they've been full all year,"
said Rooker.
Elsewhere in the NL, Los
Angeles blanked Cincinnati 9-
0; . San Francisco nipped San
Diego 7-6; the Chicago Cubs
beat St. Louis 6-3, and Houston
and -Atlanta split a
doubleheader, each team
taking a 4-3 victory.
Cubs 6, Cards 3
Joe Wallis contributed three
hits to a 12-hit Chicago attack
that carried the Cubs over St.
Louis. Rick Reuschel spaced
nine hits to raise his record to
13-10.
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Jeans
now$399
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Murray Civic Music Association
The Murray Civic Music appear in a town of our size,
Association dinner • for Simmons added.
workers this past Sunday Information on tickets can
evening found a crowd be obtained by calling 753-0711
enthusiastic about the each day from 9:00
program' and anxious to sell as
many subscriptions as
possible to ensure the success
of this season, said A. W.
Simmons, Jr., president of the
association.
Simmons said there's
something for everyone in this
varied program. Van Cliburn
was the name mentioned when
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn
were asked which attraction
they viewed with the greatest
amount of interest.
Ballet and particularly the
Edward Villella Dance
Company will be viewed with
much interest by Frances
Sexton. Mrs. Donald Hughes
said "I saw Eugene Fodor on
the Tonight Show this oast
Thursday evening and thought
was splendid. How very
fortunate we are here in
Western Kentucky to attract
talent of this quality."
The 1976-77 Murray Concert
Series is somelibing any city
can view with much pride, and
rarely, if at all, will such
nationally known talent
Film To Be Shown
At Hazel Church__
"CORRIE: Behind the
Scenes with THE HIDING
PLACE," a new full-length
color release from World Wide
Pictures, will be shown at
Hazel United Methodist
— Church, Hazel, on Sunday,
September 19. A single
showing is scheduled to begin
at 7:00 p. m.
THE HIDING PLACE, a
true story filmed in Holland
and other European locations,
is based on the experiences of
Curie ten Boom, who, with
her father, sister, and brother,
provided refuge for countless
Jewish families. A secret
roam was constructed in their
home as a hiding place for use
during Gestapo raids. The ten
Boom's activities were
discovered, and they were
sent to prisons and
concentration camps.
Rev. Tommie Martin,
pastor of the Hazel church,
stresses that the showing of
"CORRIE" is open to the
public free of charge with a
love offering being accepted.
"We encourage families to
plan to attend together, for





A technicality has delayed
the murder trial of Jimmie
Wade Colsen up to January 6




with first degree murder in
the March death of Rodger
Dale Moon, was to have
undergone trial 'Tuesday.
Moon was killed after being
injured during a March
disturbance at the Burger Bar
on Highway 79 east of Paris.
Defense attorney Julian
Guinn brought to the attention
of Circuit Court Judge Dick
Jerman Monday that Colsen's
middle name appeared
incorrectly on his indictment.
The name appearing on the
-indictment was "Wayne"
instead of "Wade." The error
voided the indictment.
Colsen will be reviewed by
the Henry County Grand Jury







will hold its annual meeting on
Thursday, September 16, at
Mayfield High School,
Mayfield. -
The meeting will be at 5:30
p.- m. prior to the annual
dinner at 7:00 p.m.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.5,
no change.
Below dam 302.3, up 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.4,
down 0.1.
*low dam 302.8, no change.
a.m. to
4:00 p.m. or checking at the
Civic Music desk at the
downtown Bank of Murray,
phone 753-1893.
Others attending the Sunday
evening event who have
accepted the invitation to
work for the association this
year are as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Walt
APperson, Mr. and Mrs.
James Rudy Allbritten, Dr.
and Mrs. Douglas Abbott,
s. W. S. Atkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Haar, Dr. and
Mrs. John Bartholomy, Mrs.
Sam Bell, Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Herrin, Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Billington, Mr. and Mrs.
John Bowker, Mr. and Mrs.
Max Brandon, Mr. and Mrs.
Don Brock, Dr. and Mrs. Max
Carman, Dr. and Mrs. Ronald
Cella, Dr. and Mrs. Harry
Conley, Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Clark, Dr. and Mrs. C. W.
Curris,
Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Mrs.
Arthur Dunlap, Dr. and Mrs.
Keith Ellis, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Farrell, Capt. and
Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Flood, Mrs.
W. B. Graves, Mrs. Carole
Hahn, Dr. and Mrs. James C.
Hart, Mrs. George Hart, Mrs.
Robert Hornsby, Mr. and Mrs.
Harlan Hodges, Dr. and Mrs.
Donald Hughes, Mrs. Gene
Hunter, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Hurt, Miss Mayrelle Johnson,
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Johnson,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Johnson, Dr. and Mrs. Conrad
Jones, Dr. and Mrs. Frank
Julian, Mr. and Mrs. Riley
Kay, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Kelly, Dr. and Mrs. James M.
Kline, Dr. Alice Koenecke, Dr.
and Mrs. A. H. Kopperud,
Mrs. Ruby Krider,
Or. and Mrs. C. C. Lowry,
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Lovenz, Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Mr. and
Mrs. John Livesay, Mr. and
Mrs. Neale Mason, Mrs.
Cletus Murphy, Jr., Dr. and
Mrs. Hugh Oakley, Dr. and
Mrs. Joe N. Prince, Miss
Margaret Porter, Mrs.
Margaret Porter, Dr. and
Mrs. John Quertermous, Miss
Frances Sexton, Dr. arid Mrs.
Walter Sagrera, Mrs. Morgan
Sisk, Mrs. June Smith, Miss
Rubie Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Shahan, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Simons, Dr. and Mrs.
Harry Sparks,
Mr. and Mts. Phil Crihfield,
Cot. and Mrs. Thomas E.
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Benson
Blackie, Mr. and Mrs. Robert,
McCullogh, Mr. and Mrsjohn
Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Don
Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Ryan, Dr. and Mrs. Castle
Parker, Mr. and Mrs. William
Donald Overbey, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Dick, Mr. and Mrs W. E.
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Simmons, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
John G. Taylor, Dr. and Mrs.
Howard Titsworth, Or. and
Mrs. James T. ThoMpitn, Col.
and Mrs. John R. Thompson,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Trevathan,
Mr. and Mrs.. Leonard
Vaughn, Mr. arid Mrs. C. W
Whitnel, Mrs. Steve Wiley, Dr.
and Mrs. William Wilson, Dr.
and Mrs. A. M. Wolfson, Dr
and Mrs. Peter Whaley, and
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Winter.
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Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.

















REMINGTON AUTOMATIC MODEL 1100
GAS OPERATED
REMINGTON "WINGMASTER" MODEL 810
REMINGTON HIGH POWER AUTOMATIC
"WOODSMASTER" MODEL 142
Just Received New Shipment
Remington
Shotguns & High Power
Rifles





































Your Bank Americord & Master Charge Cards Welcome in the aothing & Shoe Dept.
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The funeral for Irvan
Norwood of Benton, formerly
of the Olive Community, is
being held today at two p. m.
at the chapel of the Filbeck-
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with Rev. Steve Shepard
officiating.
Burial will be in the Olive
Cemetery.
Mr. Norwood, age 67, died
Monday at eleven a. m. at his
home. He was a retired
employee of Airco Alloys and
Cf3rbide, Calvert City, and a
member of the Olive United
Methodist Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Mary Walker Norwood,
Benton; two sons, Wendell of






Funeral services for Mrs.
Carl W. (Sharlotte ) Keller
were held this morning at
10:30 at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Boyd Sellers and James
Thompson officiating. The
song service was by singers
from the West Murray Church
of Christ.
Pallbearers were Eddie
Shroat, Bill Crago, Frank
Albert Stubblefield, Frankie
Shroat, Donnie Overbey, and
Bill Overbey. Burial was in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Keller, age 53, died
Monday at five p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her death followed
an extended illness.
Survivors are her husband,
Carl W. Keller, 401 South Sixth
Street, Murray; father, Edgar
Overbey, Murray Route Two;
one daughter, Mrs. Jerry
Palfy, one son, Carl R. Keller,
and two grandchildren,
Kingsville, Ohio.
Gus Robertson . . .
-daft
R. Valentine . . .
Frances Jones Mills Named
To Head Carter Committee
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
State Treasurer Frances
Jones Mills has been named to
head Kentucky Women for
Jimmy Carter and Walter
Mondale, according to Dale
Sights, chairman of Carter's
presidential campaign.
In addition, Sights said
Tuesday that leaders have
been named to spearhead the






(Continued from Page 1)
Wallace, son of Mrs. Nancy
Jane Wallace and Bill Kern, is
a member of the Pep Club,
Chess Club, and Beta Club. He
has also been on the Track
Team.
Approximately 15,000
students have been named
semifinalists thPoughout the
country. Over one million
students .from more than




each state. The number
named in a state is
proportional to that state's
percentage of the nation's
total graduating senior class.
The semifinalists represent
the top half of one vier cent of
the nation's most
academically talented young
people. These students who
attain Finalist status will
compete for at least 1,000
National Merit $1000
Scholarships. They will also
be considered for about 2,850
four-year Merit Scholarships
to be offered in 1977.
,The 1977 competition is the
twenty-second conducted by
NMSC. From 1956 to 1976, over
45,800 students have won
Merit Scholarships totaling
more than $124 million.
was elected clerk of the
Kentucky Court of Appeals
( now the state Supreme
Court) in 1971 for a four-year
term. She also served as
president of the National
Conference of AppellateCourt
Clerks in 1974-75.
She was elected state
treasurer last November.




Corrine Whitehead of Benton
and Calloway County Judge
Robert Miller of Murray.
Whitfield is a former state
legislator; Mrs. Whitehead, a
former member of the
Kentucky Arts Commission,
helped coordinate Rep. John
Breckinridge's successful 1972
campaign; and Miller is
president of the Kentucky
County Judges Association.
—Second District: Patsy
Sloan of Bowling Green and
David Yewell of Owensboro.
Sloan was a delegate to
the Democratic National
Convention while Yewell is
active in Daviess County
politics.
L—Fourth District: Paul J.
Vesper of Covington and
Carroll County Sheriff Bill
Wheeler. Vesper was a Carter
delegate to the convention and
Wheeler was Oesident of
the Kentucky Sheriffs
Organization last year. •
—Fifth District: Te41,_
Crawford of Hyden, a health
coordinator in the Leslie
County school system.
4111111111111Mr
Danny Cunningham and . . .
Are just three of the local farmers expecting a record corn crop this year.




minister of the Kirksey
Extended Ministry, will be the
guest evangelist at the revival
services at the Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church
starting Sunday, September
19, and continuing through
Tuesday, September 21.
Services will be at 7:30 p. m.
,each day and the public is
itmited to attend, according to
Rev'. • Charles Morris, host
pastor.
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Now is the time to hand pick your Christmas Diamonds and
save up to 5Q% Also receive as our FREE bonus gift with any








101(111 DIAMOND IUDS. SITS.
SOOTAIRES, COCITAi
RUST SAMMIE RINGS







author of the best seller
THE CROSS AND 'THE SWITCHBLADE




September 27th & 28th
7:30 p.m.
SPONSORED BY THE DAVID WILKERSON YOUTH CRUSADE COMMITTEE
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AT THAT MOMENT The Fuehrer
Is Pleased
On June 3, 1940, German bombers raided Paris. On June 6, Hitler's hordes — 2.000 tanks and 100 divisions —
exploded on the french countryside. The French Army disintegrated, and with it, the French spirit.
The roads south from Paris were flooded for 400 miles with fleeing civilians, and the ragged French infantry
was dazed and weaponless. When cars and trucks ran out of gas, they were pushed to the next town, where
there was still no gas. German planes bombed and stated the refugees from the air. The highways were paved
with corpses.
On June 10, Italy entered the war and Benitd Mussolini sent 400,000 troops to the french Riviera. In America,
President Roostvelt said bitterly, -The hand that held the claimer has struck it into the back of its neighbor." But
the plight of France was a faith accompli. The Germans were already 35 miles from Paris. The next day the gover-
nment fled to Tours
On June 12, Winston Churchill flew to Touts to try to rally the dispirited French. He couldn't. Moreover,
General Maxime Weygand, 72, the french commander, predicted, "England's neck win be wrung like a
chicken's." On June 14, the Germans marched into a deserted Paris. Only one cafe was open on the Champs
Elysees. In arrogance and insult, the Germans landed two planes in the Place de la Concorde, and delivered
newspapers from home to the troops. On June 17, Mirshal Henri Patain, 85, hero of t/erdun in World War I, sued
for peace. Franch had fallen in 35 days Hitler had taken seven European nations in ten months.
June 21, 1940. In the forest four miles north of Compiegne, the old private railroad car is back wire it stood
November 11, 1918, when Marshal Foch dictated the German surrender in World War I. It is 3:15 p. m. A German
automobile stops in front pLthe Alsace-Lorraine Memorial, a sword piercing the defeated eagle of the German
Empire. Adolf Hitler emerges with Field Marshal Hermann Goering, and they walk slowly around the clearing
and read the inscriptions. One says this spot commemorates that distant November when "the criminal pride or
the German Empire" succumbed.
Hitler enters the railroad car and takes the chair where Foch sat. The French delegation anives. There are no
salutes, no handshakes. The honor guard comes to attention, but does not present arms. Hitler and his aides rise,
courtesy the French denied the Germans in 1918.
tater, outside the railroad car, his symmetrical sense of history neatly wrapped with ribbons of irony, Adolf
Hitler displays something rare for him, unrestrained public soy. He grins, he spreads his arms like the German
eagleo.he dances a little jig.
The band plays Deutschland uber Alles.
At the Moment, in the dark and lowering sky of history, the title seems unchallengeable.




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Marty Smith still can't
remember what happened to
him last March 15; his mother
says she will never forget.
On that night last spring,
Marty went to Louisville's
Freedom Hall to watch his
beloved Kentucky Colonels
play San Antonio in an
American Basketball
Association game. His
mother, Mrs. Garnet Smith,
said Marty never missed a
home game.
About an hour later, Mrs.
Smith got a call from the
police. Marty, they said, had
fallen about 65 feet through
the ceiling at Freedom Hall.
He was near death.
"His arm was broken in two
places and his wrist was
smashed," Mrs. Smith
recalled in a recent interview.
There were other injuries: a
fractured pelvis, a torn liver,
a damaged spleen that was
subsequently removed.
But Marty is now on the
road to recovery. Doctors said
that his youth and his light
weight saved his life.
"I don't remember
everything," Marty says some
six months after the accident.
"I just remember climbing
around and. . That's the last
thing I remember."
Marty and a conple of his
friends, each faithful fans of
the now-defunct Colonels.
apparently knew the ins-and-
outs of Freedom Hall better
than the security forces. They
somehow found an unlocked
passageway and followed it.
They finally reached a cat-
walk over the ceiling.
- Marty doesn't remember
Stolen Ring Found
On Patient By Nurse
SEATTLE ( AP) — Patients
don't usually wear much on
the examining table, but a
University Hospital emer-
gency room nurse noticed
right away one item worn by a
young woman being examined
for abdominal pains.
It was nurse Shirley
Bourdeau's diamond engage-
ment ring, stolen from
her apartment in May.




The officers just happened
to be on the scene anyway to
investigate a complaint
against the patient's male
companion, who had failed to
move his car from a no-
parking zone.
When the officers searched
the car, police said, they found
camera equipment reported
stolen and 21 small bags of
marijuana.
Both the young man, 23, and
the patient, 21, were arrested.
what happened after that, but
somehow he fell. The game,
only minutes old, came to a
halt when some fans
screamed.
Marty landed in a concrete
passageway, narrowly
missing two sets of end zone
, 
.
bleachers. His right hand
struck first and helped to
break his fall. He still hasn't
recovered use of that hand.
"I can't bend my wrist," he
said. "I took therapy for a long
time and he ( the doctor) tells
me to do it at home, but it
hasn't been getting any bet-
ter."
Marty spent nine weeks in
the hospital after the fall, and
later returned for another 18-
day stretch. Among his
visitors was Colonels owner
John Y. Brown Jr. -He visited
me two or three times," said _
Marty. "He invited me out to-
his house, but I haven't he•ilin
anywhere since I got hurt."
The youngsteMs interest in
the Colonels didn't lag even
during those trying days, his
mother said.
"'That was his team," Mrs.
Smith said. "He's got all their
pictures, and the cards, and
everything.
"After about three or four
weeks, he asked me, 'Morn-
ma, did the Colonels win that
night?"
Mrs. Smith, who thinks the
ordeal "has left me in worse
shape than him, physically,"
says that Marty is still
troubled.
"He still has nightmares,
and he's developed an ulcer.
They found that about five
weeks after he fell. I try to
forget it, but I know I can't,"
she said. "I've not been back
to that place, and I haven't let
him go back there, either. I
just don't care much about
seeing that place anymore.
"I'm just glad, you know, to
have him like he is."
Cole Is Chairman
Of Regents Board -
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — J., David Cole, an
attaney here, has been
chosen chairman of the
Western Kentucky University
board of regents.
In other action at a meeting
Saturday, university
President Dero Downing
announced that a special
committee will be appointed
to study the university's
housing situation.
Campaign Chairman
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Somerset attorney Hal Rogers
has been chosen as President
Ford's Kentucky campaign
chairman by the Republican
State Central Committee.
The committee also chose
119da Jones of Beattyville as
the president's campaign
chairwoman.
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All Bob's better 
meats are 
guaranteed
to meet your 
satisfaction or your order
will be replaced 
pound for pound 
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$ 1 2 50 LBS.
FRYERS
PLUS 24 STEAKS FOR 24'
NO CLUBS TO JOIN — NO MEMBERSHIP TO BUY
USDA INSPECTtu TENDER AND DELICIOUS
fOR EXAMPEE 300 lbs at 59 BEEF SIDES
5111 00 ONLY 559 00 PER MONTH
FOR 3 MONTHS SAME AS (ASH
ON APPROVED CREDIT
AVG Wt 300 TO 450 185
BONUS BUYS












BUY NOW AND SAVE
3 BUNDLES TO CHOOSE
FROM AS 'OW AS ̀27" PER MONTH
FOR 3 MONTHS — SAME AS CASH - NO






`27''' PER MO FOR 3 MOS.
Example Only /50 lbs at 55
Avg WI 158 250 lbs






150 Lbs. at 75'
Avg Wt
115 250 lb%






150 lbs. at 69 Lb.
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HOURS: 10 a m to p.m Mon thru
Sat 10 a.m. lii 6 p.m Closed Sundays.
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Soaring College Costs Hurting Hospital Report
September 10, 1976
Students, Parents More This Year
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Back to school can bring
budget blues to college
students and their families
these days, with costs soaring
to record levels. But a number
of government programs are
available to ease the bite.
The College Entrance
Examination Board says that
the average student at a four-
year college, living on cam-
pus, will have to spend $4,568
this year. That's 6 per cent
more than it cost last year and
54 per cent more than it cost in
1970.
Both the Republicans and
the Democrats in this election
year have urged increased
federal support of higher
education.
President Ford says his
policy is guided by two basic
principles: -First, no student
should be denied access to a
postsecondary education
beraucP of financial barriers.
... Second, in most cases, aid
should be provided to in-
dividuals rather than to
institutions."
The Democratic platform
calls for "a coordinated and
reliable system of grants,
loans and work study." It also
says the federal government
-should directly provide cost-
of-education payments to all
higher education institutions
... to help cover per-student
costs, which far exceed those
covered by tuition and fees."
The U.S. Office of Education






national direct student loans
and guaranteed student loans.
The grant programs provide
outright gifts; the loans must
be repaid.
The amount of money
available to in individual
generally is determined on the
basis of financial need and
academic eligibility. Infor-
mation on the programs is
usually available through a
school financial aid officer.
In order to qualify for a
basic grant, a student must be
attending an approved
institution: a four-year
college, a community or
junior college, a vocational
school, a tkhnical institute or
a hospital school of nursing.
The student must be enrolled
on at least a half-time basis in
a program of study which
lasts for six months or longer.
You can file an application to
find out whether you are
eligible for, a basic grant as
soon as you are „accepted for
enrollment; 'the sooner the
better. Once you are notified
of your eligibility, you must
submit the notice to your
school, which will determine
the amount of the award.
Applications to determine
eligibility are available by
writing P.O. Box 84,
Washington, D.C, 20004,
The supplemental grants
are for students of exceptional
financial need who would not
be able to finish their
education without the extra
money. The program is
limited to -Nundergradua tes;
graduate students are not
eligible. The grants range
from $200 to $1,500 a year, with
a maximum of $4,000 over folk
years and $5,000 over five
years.
The national direct student
loan program enables




FOR THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mau 21 to Apr. 20) "C14
Day calls for the utmasi
discretion. Be sure you dd not
offend family or friends by
thoughtless words. Work out
disagreements, if any, with
logic — and graciousness.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 211
If someone deserves your
time and talents, give where it
will help, but refrain where too
much is expected. And don't
promise ;pore than you can
deliver.
GEMINI
(May 72 to June 21)





(June 22 to July 23)
Some confusion indicated
during the early hours, but it
clears up WITHOUT your in-
tervention, so don't get in-
volved.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) tafg
Planetary influences are
fairly generous, but you may
n4;i-
What can you do
when you want
extra money?
Let H & Fililock teach you
to prepare income tax returns.
H&R Block knows income taxes, and how to teach you
to prepare income tax returns
We teach income tax preparation to people who have
a flair for dealing accurately with figures, and who
enjoy working with the public, and who would like to
earn extra income in their spare time. Over 350,000
students have graduated from our Income Tax Course
We teach classes in- more thit; -2,000 communities
throughout the country There is almost certain to be a
class location and time satisfactory to you Job inter-
views available for best students Send for free infor-
mation and class schedules today HURRY!
Contact the HAIR BLOCK office nearest you
1025 Broadway
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Please send me tree information about your tax prep*
ration course. I understand there Is no obligation.
Name  
Address 
City State Phone 
L.. IBM MIL CLIP AND MAIL TODAY • NM NENE
run into some complex
situations whith will require
exceedingly" good judgment to
solve. Be alert)
V;RGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 RP Lh
Don't be too sure that -your
interests are not progressing.
Look over the picture again.
There is a proper delaying
action in some areas. Don't give
up-
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ain
If you hear certain news or
receive some mail that's not too
pleasing, you may feel likely to
explode. But DON'T vent your
ill humor on associates.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) 1710elt
A day calling for the utmost
discretion. Taking issue with
associates — even if you KNOW
you are right — could have a
bitter ending.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 40,
Certain situations may
disturb during the a.m.. —
especially since you can't seem
to put your finger on.the cause.
Try to get a little privacy and
THINK! The answer will come
— seemingly "out of the blue."
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Some new events in the
making, perhaps a new contact.
Give rein to your liveliest hopes
now. Do not antagonize those
who are really well disposed
toward you.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid a present tendency
toward lethargy. Gear efforts to
achieve objectives more
quickly. Improvise oc-
casionally. This day can be a
helpful challenge.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
A good day for launching
plans for the future, giving
careful consideration to new
ventures. Do not let the
pessimism of others disturb
you.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly versatile individual, but
sometimes so quiet in your
ways that few recognize your
many talents. You have
tremendous potentials for
success, but should be a little
more aggressive in letting
others know what you have "on
the ball." You would make an
outstanding statesman or
diplomat, a brilliant teacher —
especially along scientific lines
— or a highly successful writer.
Another excellent outlet for
your talents is the theater,
where you could shine as actor,
director, producer, playwright
or critic. Traits to curb:
moodiness, intolerance of
others' imperfections. Mr-
thdate of: Lauren Bacall,
James Coburn and Peter Falk,
stage, film and TV stars.
Mr. Farmer,
let westimate your next dozerjol), it's free!
We have the equipment and the know how!
*ROAD WORK *EXCAVATING *SUB-DIVISIONS
*DOZER WORK *LAND CLEARING *GRADING
EMERINE CONSTRUCTION CO.
PO Box 444 Telephone 753-8986
if they are enrolled in a
vocational program or have
finished less than two years of
a program leading to a
bachelor's degree. Students
who have completed two years
toward a bachelor's degree
can borrow up to $5,000 and
graduate students can apply
for up to $10,000. Repayment
begins nine months after you
leave school and. you can
stretch the' payments over a
10-year period. There is a 3 per
cern interest charge on the
unpaid balance during the
repayment period; you pay no
ipterest for the period you are
in school.
The guaranteed loan
program enables the student
to borrow directly from a
bank, credit union, etc. who is
willing to make an educational
loan. It is guaranteed by a
state or private nonprofit
agency or insured by the
federal government. The
maximum you can borrow
each year is $2,500, or $7,500
for undergraduate or
vocational study. The ceiling
on interest is 7 per cent.
The work-study program
provides jobs for students who
have great financial need and'
must earn part of their
expenses. To qualify, a
student must be enrolled at
least half time as a graduate,
undergraduate or vocational
student at an approved,
postsecondary institution.
The school arranges jobs on
or off campus with a public or
private nonprofit agency.
Students may work up to 40
hours a week depending on
financial need, Class schedule
and health and academic
progress'. The salary is
generally at least equal to the
minimum wage.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Rose (Mother
Janice), 1512 Oxford, Murray,
Baby Boy Henninger ( mother
Judith), Rt. 8, Box 865
Murray, Baby Boy Washburn
(mother Glenda), Rt. 9,
Benton.
. DISMISSALS
Charlotte 'Jones, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Mary E.
howe, 815 Broad, Murray,
Mrs. Rita J. Merrell, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tn., Margaret J.
Emerson, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Marie A. Greer and Baby Girl,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Mabell M.
Jones, Box 651, Murray, Mrs.
Carla Jo. Wollenweber, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tn., Earl L. Gordon,
Rt. 1, Box 155 Dexter, Trots V.
Perry, 4021i No. 1st Murray,
Robert D. Yates, Rt. 2, Kut-
taws, Mrs. Shirley Lee Smith,
Rt. 5, Mayfield, Joe H. Miller,
Rt. 1, Box 156 Murray, Mrs.
Bertha Rice, Rt. 3, Lot 35B,
Cadiz, Mrs. Martha L. Scott,
401 Ash Murray, Kathleen M.
Howard, Rt. 8, Box 512,
Murray, Mrs. Janice B. Dunn,
Box 17 Dexter, Mrs. Doris
June Johnson, 1606 Wiswell
Road, Murray, Myron B.
Bates, Rendezvous Lane, New
Concord, Miss Brenda Kay
Wildermouth, 1611 College
Farm Rd., Murray, Miss
Mary H. McCuiston, 316 N.
6th St., Murray, Mrs. Reba
Alexander, Hardin, Jack
Skinner, Lincoln Court, Apt.
17, So. 8th. St., Paducah, Mrs.
Sarah M. Moore, 907 Story
Ave., Murray, .1. R. McNutt,
1618 West Olive, Murray, Mrs.
Mary Jane McDougal, 503 No.
9th. St., Murray, B. C.
Allbritten (expired), 208 S.
Cherry, Murray.
NEW NAME
CHICAGO (AP) — There's a
new name for Northeast Col-
lege. It's now known as Harry
S Truman College in honor of
the 32nd president of the United
States. Truman College is one
of the City Colleges of Chicago.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky beef cattle farmers
will be assessed 10 cents on
every head of cattle sold after
Nov. 1 to finance a promotion
fund for the industry.
The checkoff was approved
by farmers in a statewide
referendum last week. The
vote was authorized by the
1976 General Assembly.
State Agriculture Com-
missioner Tom Harris said
Monday 81 per cent voted for
the proposal and about 19 per
cent against it. Agriculture
officials estimated that 3,500
to 4,000 persons voted out of
8,000 who may have been
eligible.
Any beef cattle producer,
including tenant farmers or
anyone else over 18 who
shares in the proceeds from
the sale of the cattle, was
eligible to vote.
Beginning Nov. 1, auction
houses will automatically
deduct 10 Cents from the
selling price of any beef
animal, regardless of the sale
price as long as it is above $10.
The money will be turned over
to the Kentucky Beef Cattle
Association-each month to use
for -prontotion of the beef
cattle industry.
Although the checkoff is
automati, a beef producer
can get a refund later from the
association if he doesn't want
to contribute, Harris said.
Both Harris and Smith T.
Powell, president of the Beef
Cattle Association, said they
were "gratified" by the
number of farmers who
turned out to vote at county
extension offices. Harris said
many beef fanners also grew
tobacco and are busy with
their harvest at this time of
year.
He predicted the checkoff
would produce an annual
promotional fund of $85.000 to
The 71-year-old Smith uses
his dog, Brutus, a 2-year-old
Doberman Pinscher, to pull
him the mile to. the grocery
store in a specially designed 5-
by-3-foot dog cart. It has wall
paneling, carpet, a bright red
seat that moves back arid
forth and brakes.
First Smith made a canvas
harness and began training
Brutus by having him pull an
Beef Cattle Farmers To Be
Assessed For Promotion Fund
$100,000, but he said it would assume the post in JanuarZ
"in no way affect" the price of the spokesman said.
beef at the market. Powell said seven out of
The association will hire an every 10 cents would finance
executive secretary to direct in-state promotional efforts,
promotion, Powell said. He' fritIuding salary for the
said a contact would be executive secretary.. Three
signed with the individual cents out of 10 will be con-
chosen for the job within a few tributed to the National
days. Livestock and Meat Board for
A spokesman for the the nationwide promotion of
Kentucky Farm Bureau "red meat," Powell said.
identified the person as Jack The promotional effort in
Crowner, formerly the farm Kentucky will include
director at WAVE-TV in persuading the consumer that
Louisville and now at polyunsaturated fat in red
television station WMT in meat is not bad, and that beef
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. He will is still a good buy.
Horseless Carriage
SEATTLE (AP) — Cleo empty cardboard box. Later,
Smith's "horseless carriage" he added rocks to the boa:
is the dog and buggy. Now Brutus gets into the,
harness himself and knows the
commands to tarn right: gee;
turn left: haw; slow down:
'easy; and faster: pull. Smith
said the dog can pull 'as much
as 500 pounds.
Brutus is duly rewarded for,
his efforts. He has never slept.
outside and even has his own
couch for a bed.
"When he's a good boy I
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Everything in the store
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Get your Christmas Gifts Early f
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Emergency Unit Provided For Norton-Children's Burn Center Growing In Capability'
fans At UK's Sporting Events
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
"We had nothing major," Dr.
Jack Carrey says. "I'm not
disappointed and don't
misunderstand; the so-called
trivial cases are not if they're
mine but only if they're
yours."
Dr. Carrey, chief of the
University of Kentucky
Medical Center emergency
unit, heads a team of
physicians, paramedics and
boy scouts who look after the
more than 56,000 fans who turn
out on Saturdays for Wildcat
football games.
He said he expects at least
one heart attack every two
games. There were none on
Saturday when Kentucky
opened its season with a 38-13
victory over Oregon State.
"We did have one young boy
— about 14 years old — who
had the first seizure of his life,
and we stabilized him at our
first aid station and then sent
him to the medical center,"
Dr. Carrey said.
"Other than that, it was just
minor ruts, blisters,
headaches, and, for lack of a
better word, heat
exhaustion," he added.
The university here started
its emergency medical
program at sports events
three years ago after a fan
sufferred a heart attack, Dr.
Carrey said.
This is a program
primarily for looking after
spectators," he said. It came
about from a procedure that
had been done perfectly but
didn't get out to the public." •
During a game three years
ago, Dr. Carrey said, the
public address announcer
asked for doctors to go to a
specific area of the stadium
and he noticed that he didn't
see "an exodus toward that
area." He decided to lend his
help.
- "A gentleman had arrests,
( heart attack), but he chose te
have his cardiac arrest in
front of a couple of physicians
and when I got there, they
were treating him," Dr.
Carrey said.
That incident, however, in
addition to the move to the
new 56,000 seat stadium
prUmpted the athletic
department to finance a
sophisticated emergency unit
headed by Dr. Carrey.
"Statistically, there will be
one cardiac arrest . (heart
attack) for every 120,000 fans
at a sporting event," Dr.
Carrey said. That means, at
Kentucky's new stadium,
there should be a heart attack
at every other game.
Dr. Carrey converted a golf
cart-type vehicle into what he
calls a "rniniambulance"
equipped with the newest type
stretcher, two oxygen tanks
and a device which sends
direct current across the heart
to give a heart attack victim a
Chance for a restart and, at
the same time, monitors the
heart's beat. 4111
To find his patients, vr.
Carrey has 20 doctors scat-
tered throughout the stadium
for each game, "usually one
physician for every two
sections...for spotters, we
have at the top of each section
an'Eagle scout. If he spots a
disturbance, he goes directly
to the physician in tt,uit section
and the ambulance is brought
to the concourse siosest to the
Dr. Carrey's assistants are
not paid, but they do get into
the games for free.
"Maybe I'm prejudiced, but
we're very proud of our
program and we think it is
either the best or one of the
best," Dr. Carrey said.
Nearly 30 Million Doses
Of Swin Flu Vaccine To
Be Available By Oct 1
WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
Nearly 30 million doses of
swine flu vaccine will be
available to the public by Oct.
1 and most Americans who
want the shots should be able
to have them by the end of the
'year, a government doctor
says.
Dr. Theodore Cooper,
assistant secretary for health,
told a House health
subcommittee Monday that
the inoculation program











If your group plan includes ten or more employees, talk to
the Integon Listener. He'll show you how employers can
• add low-cost, tax•favored personal insurance. Call or write
for details. David King 
'4) I NTEGON*S. Associates
iNSURANC
905 Sycamore 753-8355
In addition to the 30 million
swine flu vaccine doses
expected to be ready by Oct. 1,
he said 117 million should be
ready for use by Decembar
and another 13 million should
be prepared by mid-January.
He said a recent poll showed
that 56 per cent of the adult
population — or about 115
million persons — plan to be
immunized. The remainder of
the surveyed adults said they
have not yet made up their
minds or that they do not
intend to take the vaccine, he
said.
If that is true, Cooper said,
there should be -enough
vaccine for those wanting to
be immunized by the end of
this year.
Cooper also said health
officials expect to determine
sometime this week the
correct dosages of the vaccine
for children under 18 who
suffer from chronic diseases
that could be aggravated by
the flu.
"These young people are in
a completely different risk-
benefit situation than others of
their age, and a higher rate of
vaccine side effects can be
tolerated in view of their great




highly efrfective for persons
over 25 years of age, but less
effective for those under 25.
Other witnesses before the
House health and environment
subcommittee which is
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP —
Michelle Crowe of Owensboro
has a vivid memory of the day
the lawn mower blew up when
her two sons were playing
nearby. She's had plenty of
timelo remember.
Mark Crowe, 3, and his baby
brother, Michael, 15 months,
were in a utility room July 11
when a water heater somehow
touched off gasoline fumes
from the mower.
The flash fire seared large
areas of each child's flesh, and
both have been patients since
then in the burn center at
Norton-Children's Hospital in
Louisville.
Now, thanks in part to
techniques developed at the
center, Michael is progressing
well and Mark should be ready
to go home soon.
Until recent years, Ken-
tuckians burned as badly as
the Crowe boys would
probably have been sent to the
Shrine Burn Institute at
Cincinnati General Hospital or
the Army burn treatment
center at Ft. Sam Houston in
Texas.'"
But Norton-Children's
facility has grown rapidly. It
Is now a "burn center" instead
of "burn unit" and, according
to Dr. Harry Stambaugh,
center director, "it is capable,
I think, of handling any and all
burn patients."
He said the center treats
more than 500 patients a year
for flame, chemical and other
types of burns.
Mrs. Crowe is able to spend
all of her time at the hospital,
where she sleeps in Mark's
room. She has been at Norton-
Children's since the boys were
burned.
In a recent interview she
held Mark on her lap and
recalled that she had been in
her kitchen "cooking a pot of
beans" when she heard the
blast,
ran around this-corner,"
she said. "Mark-was standing
14 the right up against some
shelves. Michael was sitting
down. He was right in the
middle of the fire, sitting there
looking at me and screaniing.
"I grabbed him by the right
arm and got him outside and
rolled turn in the grass," she
aaid. Then she ran back and
dragged Mark from the room.
Neighbors put out the fire
and helped get the children to
Owensboro-Da viess County
Hospital, where Mrs. Crowe is
a ward clerk. Her husband,
Gerald, was summoned, and
the boys were transferred by
Army helicopter to Louisville
while‘ their parents fallowed
by car.'
Mrs. Crowe ,has been here
ever since. She took a leave of
absence from her job until
Dec. 1. Crowe, who attends
Owensboro Business College
on the GI bill, visits the
hospital several days a week.
On arrival in Louisville,
Mark, the 3-year-old, was in
serious condition with burns
over 35 per cent of his body.
The baby was listed as
critical, with burns over 40 per
cent of his body. "They,gave
us hardly any hope at all for
the little one," Mrs. Crowe
said.
The boys were placed in a
sterile intensive-care section,
where all visitors must wear
masks and gowns. The section
has its own operating room, so
patients don't have to be taken
out and exposed to possible
infection.
After 48 hours, the Crowes
were told the children would
live. But their treatment was
just beginning. The boys have
been fed a high-protein diet,
bathed in antibiotic whirlpool
baths and fitted with elastic
garments that put pressure on
healing skin to minimize
scarring.
They've had numerous skin
grafts and Michael, still in the
sterile section, has more to go.
Mark, who has been moved to
another area, had a graft on
his leg Tuesday that should be
his last.
"He did very well. Hopefully
this is the last one for him,"
Dr. Stambaugh said, adding
that Mark should be able to go
home "within a few weeks."
Treatment will continue,
however. "They have to wear
all this garb for about 911
months," Mrs.,C'rowe said.
The special garments in-
clude elastic hoods, vests, and
leotards and, for Mark, shoes
with metal inserts to insure
that his toes are not deformed
as the burns heal. Some of the
equipment designed to
minimize scarring has been
developed at the Norton-
Children's burn center.
"We will have to come back
to Louisville to see the doctor
and probably have to come up
here for their physical
therapy," Mrs. Crowe said.
Becky Calvert, licensed
physical therapist, said the
boys will need physical
therapy for four to six months
after their discharge, in-
cluding the whirlpool baths
and exercises. She said Mrs.
Crowe will be taught how to
dress the boys in their special
garments after they are home.
Hospital spokesmen said
grants from various sources
have financed research at the
Norton-Children's burn
center. Scar-reducing gar-
ments are only one result.
"We have done a number of
things that have improved
burn care," Stambaugh said.
"We're working on some
things now. We really do have
some revolutionary new
ideas."
He said he preferred not to
discuss the ideas still in their
infancy. He added that the key
to the burn center's success is
its' team approach."
Depending on a patient's
needs, the center can call on
the services of surgeons,
"consultants in any and all
fields," therapists, nurses,
and other hospital staff
members, educators and
social workers. "We can
provide for all of the needs
that may develop," Stam-
baugh said.
Such services are ex-
pensive. The Crowe's bills so
far come to about $30,000 and
may approach $50,000 before
treatment for Mark and
Michael is completed, Mrs.
Crowe said. But she added
that they've had help.
, "The Handicapped
Children's Association is
taking care ot the hospital
bill," Mrs. Crowe said.
She said there have been
other expenses, for her stay in
Louisville and her husband's
visits. But fellow employes at
Owensboro-Daviess County
Hospital took up a collection
and gave the Crowes $300.
Workers at the W.R. Grace
Chemical Co., where Crowe's
father, Thurmond, is em-
ployed, contributed $100 and
the Veterans of Foreign Wars
added $250, Mrs. Crovie said.
She said, friends, local chur-
ches and other organizations
have also helped out.
IN DISGUISE
LOS ANGELES ( API —
Mark Mooring's face was care-
fully made. up by artists at
movie. studios on a few occa-
sions recently, but he wasn't
going to appear before the
cameras.
Disguised as an old man or
old woman, Mooring, a 25-year-
old Los Angeles Police Depart-
ment Venice Division officer,
strolled in and around Oakwood
Park with a policewoman, Ja-




cording to Sgt. Rick Morton,
head of Venice Division's crime















kid can eat like a horse at Jerry's
Frontier Round-up on Wednesday
n.ghts. There's a special Kidstuff
menu wiz for them.
Of course adults got • good deal, too. Two
kinds of choice steak ,barbecued beef and
2 chickgr$,, plus sausage and been*. And atter
you'vei'enjoyed the good Things to eat,
you rn.y win a good prize to keep. Like a
1977 Ford Putto or other orizes.Registec
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
A proposed state requirement
that doctors take tart in
continuing education classes
has run up against strong
opposition from the Jefferson
County Medical Society.
Leaders of the county
society say they'll introduce a
resolution condemning the
proposed state regulation
when the Kentucky Medical
Association (KMA) House of
Delegates holds its annual
meeting in Louisville in about
two weeks.
A regulation proposed by
the Kentucky Board of
Medical Licensure would
require all Kentucky
physicians to participate in
continuing education classes.
It could take effect just over
three months from now.
We are for continuing
education for physicians
said Dr. Robert Howell,
president of the Jefferson
County society. "But we don't
think it should be tied to a
regulatory agency."
Howell said he thought
many physicians believe the
regulation could lead to
"outside" control over the
medical profession. "We feel a
growing concern about
dealing with bureaucracy," he
said.
Howell said the county
society's board of governors
mailed its resolution last week
to the group's 1,000 members.
He said he did not expect
member opposition to the
resolution.
He said continuing
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be the concern only of
professional- physicians'
grtups, such as the American
CIPtiege of Surgeons.
"Most of these groups
already have such
requirements," he said.
He added that he expects the
Jefferson County group's
resolution to receive a
favorable hearing in the KMA
House of Delegates_
"I think all physicians are in
sympathy with our feelings,"
he said.
The House of Delegates
endorsed the concept of
mandatory continuing
education two years ago, and
helped the state Board of
Licensure to draw up the
proposed regulation.
The regulation will take
effect Jan. 1 &endorsed by the
Board of Licensure, a group of
seven physicians—medical
association nominees—ap-
pointed by the governor.
Howell said refusal by the
KMA to gei along with the
proposed reiulation "wouldn't
necessarily stop the board
from endorsing the regulation,




LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Police have charged a 16-
year-old girl with murder
after a newborn infant was
found dead, wrapped in a
plastic bag in -a garbage can
behind her home in eastern
Jefferson County.
Jefferson County Police said
the baby, a boy weighing five
pounds, was born alive and
had been carried to a full-term
pregnancy. The body was
found Thursday.
A preliminary autopsy
indicated strangulation as the
cause of death.
Police said the discovery
was made by the girl's mother
after she found her daughter
in the bathroom, apparently
hemorrhaging.
After taking the girl to a
hospital, the mother was told
by doctors that her daughter
had delivered a baby.
Denying it at first, the girl
later confirmed she had had a
baby. She said the child was
the 'result of an unreported
rape, according to police.
The girl was charged with
murder Monday in Juvenile
Court and released to the
custody of her parents.
The girl's name was not






Baby Boy Walker ( mother
Judy), 1605 Catalina, Murray,
Baby Boy Mapes ( mother
Leila), Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Baby Girl Tab o (mother
Roxanne), Rt. 5, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Janet D. Barnett, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs. Freda M.
Elkins, 108 S. 1st., Murray,
Don B. Nix, Rt. 2, Box 267,
Murray, Charles R. Enoch,
Rt. 1, Box 191, Hazel, James
R. Hornbuckle, 109 Chestnut,
Murray, Mrs. Laura E. Dycus
and Baby Girl, Rt. 8, Benton, _
Mrs. Kathy A. Mohler, and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Angila Dakouvanos and Baby
Boy, 506 N. 12th., Murray,
Richard E. Smith, Rt. 6,
Paris, L. V. Blanton, 506 N.
1st., Murray, Mrs. Mary J.
Talley, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Lula A, Campbell, Rt. 2, Box
250-A, Buchanan, Tn, .1grs.
Regina Vance, 1610 Catalina,
Murray, Mrs. Pamela J.
Lackey, Rt. 1, Henry, Tn.,
Mrs. Robbie N. Wilson, Rt. 5,
Benton, Mrs. Virginia S.
Beard, Gen. Del., Hardin,
Mrs. Hontus S. Banks, 620
Ellis Dr., Murray, Mrs. Lovie
Myers, Rt. 1, Murray, Yancy
B. Parrish, Rt. 1, Cottage
Grove, Tn., Robert E. Swarm,
Box 415, Murray, Buford H.
Brown, National Hotel,
Murray, Ms. Novella P.
Lamb, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Gracie P. McClure, Rt. 1,
Palrnersville, Tn., Finis H.
Lowry, Rt. 1, Camden, In.,
Mrs. Lillian Lowry (expired),
1315 Olive, Murray, Barri I.
Sledd (expired), Fern Terrace -
Ldg., Murray.
BANANAS












































CHEESE  2 lb.  $189
MUSTARD  250z. 454
ILLUSION AND REALITY—Two of Pirandello's 'Six
Characters in Search of an Author' are portrayed by An-
dy Griffith and Beverly Todd in the "Hollywood
Television Theatre" production on Kentucky
Educational Television (KET). The modern classic will be
broadcast Thursday, September 23 at 8 p.m. (CT).
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 3 Steadfast









14 In addition high
15 Music as point
ii Brick -carry-
7 Go in













3() Hit lightly23 Smaller
30 Instruct 












28 Toll 40 Yearns
33 Dance step 
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First Assembly Of God
S. 16th and Glendale Rd.
Sept. 16, Thursday Night...7:30
Public Is Invited
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requested to check Ow







LY. SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD Cd5REFULLY
AND NOTIWUS PROM•











































be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifies
must be submitted by
3 p. m. the day before
u tion.





Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
NOTICE
After being out of the Con-
struction Business tor six
years in Calloway County, I
would like to take this op-
portunity to let all in, old
friends and customers know
that I am back in business_
For farm and residential





AA wort twwwWwd irto minor.
VIro if row wry!
NOTICE-Dill Electric is






, pproximately ILI= so. ft.
of rental space available at
2nd and Poplar Streets
Western Dark Tobacco
Packing Corp., Murray,
Ky , Phone 753.3.St2
 •
LOSE WEIGHT with New
Shape Capsules and




only Bed and Bath Shop
is the "Green Door,"
Dixieland Center. See
me soon! Bobs Hopper.
5 Lost And found
FOUND IN the vacinity of
Johnson's Grocery on
12th Street, a tan male
puppy with 4 white feet,
approximatley 8 weeks
old, very friendly. If this
is your dog please call









sell or buy Watkins and




to P.O. Box 421, Murray,
Ky.
BABYSITTER WANTED
in Hazel. Three or 4 days
a week. No weekends,








keeper for 3 days a
week. Used to children.
Should furnish own
transportation. Be









WANTED - parts man.
Must have experience in






per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if










Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
























$8.00. Call 753-1712 after
4 p.m.
ARE YOU thinking about
Christmas? It, will be
here before you know it.
Order your hand knitted
gifts today. Everything
from toys to doll clothes,
sweaters to elaborate
wall hangings. My
pattern or yours. Made





Sears deep freeze. Call
753-0996.
FOR BETTER cleaning,
to keep colors gleaming,
use Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Western




blized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.





15 Articles For Sale
MORGAN PORTABLE
heavy duty storage
building. 10' x 40' also.
can be finished inside




and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet, 4x8
exterior siding at $6.40.
4x9 exterior siding at
$7.20. Ross Sr Tuck
Salvage. Box 88, Martin,
Tn. 38237. Ph0ne 587-
3000.
MUST GO complete stock
of electric wiring,
material and tools. See
Brandon Dill at Dill
Electric, or call 753-9104.
GIRT S CLOTHES. Junior





beds, $50. 23 channel CB
and antenna, $75. Call
753-4981.
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
BEETLE BAILEY





THERE WA 5 A MOTOR--

















THERE YOU ARE- WHEAT GERNI
PATTY, SOY AN SAL AC4
AND CELERY TONIC
-PSYCHIATRY




po KNOW Wi40 c7Ri&iNIATEC
THE DI INNING' DOZE
,„ THEN GET THEM
INSIDE THE 50-MILE
LIM' T.„WHeRE THE
LAW CAN "MUCH "
THEM





$39.00 to $199.00. Jelly
safe, corner hutch, dry
sink, secretary, icebox,
hope chest, love chest,
hutch table and chairs.
Mirrored Hall Tree.
Regular 129.00, special





mobile home. Call 753-





parte. Call after 6, 753-
0669.
BATH TUB enclosure
kits. Marblized and solid
colors can be installed
by amateur. Murray





and swivel chair, 2 end
tables, feather bed. Call
753-6426 or see at 1109
Vine.
14 STORM windows in
good cond., and 2 piece
luggage set, blue and
new. 9 x 12 nylon













black interior. Sold for
$500, asking $250. Call
753-M64.
LIVING ROOM suite,
$35.00, or best offer. Call
753-7460 between 5 and 6
p.m.
WIGGINS "FURNITURE,
21  miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to




and Service, 500 Maple









SIXTEEN FOOT, 6 inch




ton farm truck, flat bed,







your pickup to a Tri-Star
gooseneck grain trailer
from Agri-Products. 350
bushel bed, 20 ton hoist,
floatation tires. $1,000
off Call 753-2958.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




tractor, 12 ft Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
402 CORN HEADER for
660 Case combine. Call
753-9861.
TWO 1972 CHEVROLET 2
, ton trucks. C-60 Series,
1972 Chevrolet C-60
tractor, 1969 Chevrolet
tractor C-60, 1971 Ford
two ton F-600. 1972 GMC
171 ton enclosed van. Call
354-6304.
20 Sports Equipment
1975 17' HYDRA SPORT
bass boat. 115 h. p.
Evinrude. All the ex-
tras. Call 753-3909 after 5
p.m.
WOMENS AMF standard
bicycle. Like new. 850
Call 753-9782.
17' DAY CRUISER, cutty
cabin, 75 h.p. motor, and
trailer. All in very good
condition. $950. Call 753-
0388 days or 753-2738
nights.
1973 ALOHA 24' Pontoon
boat, aluminum top,
1973 Mercury 65 h.p.
electric start. Blood




with 63" beam and









Swinger 600. With magic
chord. Like new. Call














Plastic put under house.
















guitar. 31/2' x 7' pool
table with accessories.
Call 753-8560 or 354-6392.
CON"'AD'S PIANOS +
organs, Kimball and








made any size for
antique beds or
campers. Buy direct and
save on all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
11,36 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26 TV-Radio
CLOSE OUT ON ALL 76
Zenith T.Vrs. New 77.
models on sale. Sisson's
T.V. Sales and Service,







a Mobile Fiume Sales
1968 CHEVFL1-F. 12160
Call 492-8330 after 5 p.m.
EXTRA NICE 1973 12 x 52
2 bedroom mobile home.
With or without fur-
niture. Call 753-7855.
1973 64 x 24 Double wide
trailer, central heat and
air, carpet throughout





1959 MOBILE home 10 x
50. Call 753-0209.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paidt
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
28. Heating & Cooling,
140,000 BTU Sears por-
table space heater. For
indoors or outdoors. Call
753-8560 or 354-6392.




heat and air. $60 per
month. Call 436-2427.
31 Want To Rent
YOUNG COUPLE with
one child would like
house or trailer with 2
car garage or workshop.
Contact Mike at 753-
8730.





33. Rooms For Rent





young women, 1 block
from Campus. 640.00 per
month plus deposit. Call
753-9846f








TWO WHITE faced bulls.
See or call Rainey
Lovins, 436-2392.
38. Pets SuppliPs
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
4364467.
REGISTERED Pointer
with White Knight blood.
6 months old. Can be








Will accept best offer.
Call 753-0493.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday. Clothes,






Double Knits values to
$5.00 yard, for $1.44-
yard. Nose, children's
body suit, also Avon
and yard sale items.
Friday and Saturday,












Saturday, 8 till ?
Highway 121. Next to
Higgins Grocery at
county line.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday at Coldwater.
8-6. Look for signs.
THREE PARTY
GARAGE Sale in Lynn
Grove. Numerous items
including lots of back to
school clothes for boys
( 4 to 12) and girls (Sand







8 a.m.-3 p.m. Turn South
in Lynn Grove, sign in
yard.
FOUR ',ART* YARD
Sale. 503 Vine Street.
New dishes, pots and
pans, new and used
sheets, pillow cases,
queen size and regular.
Clothing, shoes, Avon,
pictures, pole and other
lamps. Many household
items. Riding toys and
something for everyone.
Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. 9-
Owner Wants Offer
- • •
Over 3000 Sq. Ft. of living area in this out-
standing quality 4 bedroom home with 2k.2 baths,
den, living room, dining room, kitchen, 21 x 19
family room, utility room, central gas heat and
central electric air, intercom, central vacuum,
custom draperies and other numerous features.





















4C IA .141L 31E Nvi X In 3111:0
41. Public Sales
RUMMAGE SALE elle
Bake sals. St. John
Episcopal Church, 1620
West Main. Saturday,
September 18, 9:00 a.m.-
4:00 p.m. Lots of good
house paint. Project of
Senior Citizens. Pots,
flowers, clothing, etc.
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday. Some old
furniture, antique
glassware and lots of
odds and ends. 7 a.m. till
dark. One mile North of








at 602 South 9th, 8 to 5.
Clothes of all sizes,
hundreds of
miscellaneous items.
YARD SALE - Thursday,











9:00 a.m. to ? Saturday,
September 18. American
Legion Hall.
FOUR PARTY yard Sale.




















DO YOU WANT to live In
one of the finest lake
subdivisions? Whether
you want to buy and
build now or build later,
now is the time to buy
one or more of these
choice lots on Kentucky
Lake at Cedarling Hills,
next to Lakeway
Shores.Call Guy Spann
Realty to get all details
about these beautifully
wooded lots priced from
$1690, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.





Across from Post Office.
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK home on one
acre lot located West of
Murray surrounded by
quiet, scenic coun-
tryside. This is a like
new, modern ranch style
home with large brick
fireplace in living room,
large modern kitchen,








Full Or Part Time
Work in your home or our office, good pay, good
voice necessary, no experience necessary but
public contact or sales experience helpful.
Call Ledger & Times
753-1916 or
753-1917
Ask for Mr. Franks





We are a Ovisiori of is NYSE istW corporation whose sales
veletas has grown over 700% ia the Iasi nine years. Our sales
people hare grown %sew:idly end personally in the sante
reatarkeirie way. Elsa average coassniukon incense after sea
NI your in Der baskets* new exceeds '25,000 unirually, with the
realistic opperinirty to *era sidistantially mere.
w• ors seeking the slums:fel sales person whe Weald '.ley
wearing in tfni Indsistrialilastitetionei eteeseeere nod be ale to
take esIventage of *or growth situation to farther his esni.
There is also an excellent opportunity ler sates esanwpowreat for
those vie desire.
We sf1 Ire high weekly inns, on excellent coinimiesios stare-
two, and extend Of,. fringe benefits of hospitalization, asid Of.
inswronce, profit sharing, end stock benefits for yew fionily's
prefix-6as
tf you know yoe're the career we're looking lee, the kind of In.
+ideal who has the desire tit sleek LIT'S TALIU
For intervie* CALL DANA DOBSON (SALES MANAGER1
Thursday, September 16 from 9:00 AM to 6:00
PM 1-800-325-8896
Fancy resumes not necessary - we hire people
not paper.
NATIONAL CHEMSEARCH
zees Central. St I .01113, MO R3105
An Equal Opportunity Employer
c 1976, by National aernsearch, a division of USSchem. Inc
ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday September 18th at 10 a.m.
at 319 Jackson St. Paris, Tenn.
Estate of the late T. E. Jenkins, lots of good old
furniture, walnut and oak, real nice grand piano,
crystal, china, glass, granite ware, beds, chairs,
secretary, rockers, dressers, tables, music
stand, some modern furniture. Good sale. Don't
miss it.




175 ACRES of good farm
land with lots of crop
land for bean, corn or
wheat. Some bottom







St., Murray, 753-0101 or
753-7531.
LOT FOR sale on Lake
Barkley with paved st.,
phone service, elec-
tricity and city water.
$995.00 call days 522-8902




acreage for sale by
owner. 16 acres with 600
feet of County Road
frontage - $600 per acre.
12 acres plus 100' x 200'
access lot - $400 per
acre. Small down
payment and monthly
payments to suit the
Buyer. For directions to




in sales for 1976 needs
your listings. Call 753-
1651, if you are in-
terested in selling your
property. • _ -
FOR SALE - 80 acres,





Three bedroom, 142 bath
frame home with fenced





Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th, Boyd Majors
Real Estate.
NEW FOUR BEDROOM,
2 bath home just West of
city limits of Murray.
This is new listing and
features large den with
fireplace, living room,
kitchen, formal dining
room, 2 car attached
garage with concrete
driveway, electric ty•at
pump, and many other
fine features. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 anytime, day or
night, for full time Real
Estate Service.
FIVE ROOM house for
sale or rent. To a mature
couple with references.
A large garden and no
pets. Call 753-7449.
REDUCED 1 Sub-
division at Junction of
Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 13,4 baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good
location. Phone 753-7857.
46. Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
$25,04:10, 1007 Olive St
Murray. Call 753-7448.
HOUSE AND LOT 100 x
52. Two bedrooms,
living room, kitchen and
bath. Fully carpeted.
Mrs. Elsie Stone, 407 N.
3rd, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Call 753-4418 or 753-0102.
NEW GATESBOROUGH
home, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. Open beamed
cedar den. Dining, living
room. Sunny yellow
kitchen. Large lot,
redwood deck. Call 753-
7982.
HOUSE FOR SALE, 2
bedroom house at 403
South 8th. Small down
payment. win finance if
needed. Has a small
cottage in back which
can be rented. Call 753-
8869.
OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all built-
ins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and
large bath. Call 489-2116
after 6 p.m.
46 Homes for Sale
LARGE FAMILY ROOM
- kitchen, 3 bedrooms,
plus den, 2 baths,
workshops-storage
building. Central air,
electric heat. Call 753-
9380.
HOUSE BY OWNER, 4
bedroom brick, dining
room, central heat and














1970 KAWASAKI 175 trail.
Newly rebuilt engine.
Electric start. Looks
and runs good. $185. Call
753-2263.
1975 HONDA 400-4 3,400
miles. Perfect condition.
$650. Almost 1/2 off new
price. Call 753-8445.
1975 HONDA 750. $1250.
Call 753-5744.
48 Automotive Service










and waxed. $25. Free
pickup and delivery.
Call 753-5606.




stereo tape, 40,000 miles.
Excellent condition.
Phone 527-9959.
1971 DODGE VAN, new
tires, mag wheels,
chrome side pipes.
Paneled. $2500. Call 753-
0579 after 6 p.m.
1971 MAVERICK, good
tires. New battery.
$475. Can be seen at 1404






1968 FORD truck with
camper. Also 1972 350
Jawa motorcycle. Less
than 2,000 miles. All in
good crndition. Call 753-
9991.




miles. Price $2,150. Call
753-9501.




49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
NEW 1975 DODGE D-600,
2 ton truck. 900 tires,
7,000 pound front axle.
17,000 pound rear axle.
Call 753-4652 or 753-8295
after 5 p. m.
EXTRA NICE 1968
Rambler Ambassador,
air condition, 4 speed, 5
good tires, front and
rear. speakem. Power






DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.
K AND H REPAIR. 94
East. Phone 753-3325.




exterior by the hour or
job. Free estimates. Call
753-8343.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling











1970 GALAXIE SOO. 1969 references furnished.
Pontiac GTO. Call 753- Call 753-0076.
6929 after 5 p.m.
1966 CHEVROLET, 4 door
with air and steering.
$275. Call 753-5159 after
5.
1972 DATSUN pickup.
Good condition. Call 753-
7893.
1969 GRAND PRIX. Fair
condition. License, state
inspected. Ready to go.
Reasonable. Priced to
sell. M. F. Henson, 206
Elm.
1971 DODGE VAN with
new factory engine.
5,000 miles, shag rug,
Stereo. Excellent con-
dition. Mag wheels. Call
753-8119 nights, 753-6209.
1968 FORD FAIRLANE,
good condition. Call 435-
4398.
1965 DODGE Pickup.
Runs good. Needs a
muffler. $475. Call 436-
2634.
1970 GREMLIN - 6 cyc.
straight shift. Rocket
wheels and white letter
tires. $700.00. Phone 354-
6217.






tiac. Priced to sell. •
Call 753-5731
1968 DODGE Customized
Van. Everything in it.




sale. 1975 and 1974




Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51 Sefrices Offered
CUSTOM SPLIT rail
fencing: oak rails, stone
base. Call 901-247-5569

















SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE







home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing




gutters installed per you
specifications. Call
,Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 753-
5795.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and

























and table tops; and also
aluminum storm doors









and seal coating. For




efficient service. NO job














Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Ili-
Burger.
ELECTROLUX SALES







and roofs sealed. Call




















doors. Paver tile and








cookies for any special
occasion. Call 753-0763.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.









interior, new and old
work, with years of back •
experience, free
• estimates, Call 437.4534.
54 Free Column
FREE ADORABLEi


















Set of six rose back chairs, walnut spindel back
chairs, old clock, jugs, cans, stone pitchers, old
tin door pie safe, old sewing machine with top,
glass, dishes, guns, some tools, house Jack, T
model jack and lots more.
Shorty McBride #247, Auctioneer
CANTERBURY ESTATES
New three bedroom, two bath, den-kitchen com-
bination, formal living room and dining room.
Double garage, bay window, central heat and







$316.00 Up. Rowed, reedy to use. Abel" Wale edd-ons, patios,




Three bedrooms, aluminum siding, city water,
electric heat, large living room, kitchen, utility
and hall. Five miles from Murray.
Also a newly sh carpeted 2 or 3
bedroom house tifictiXd only $12,000 and
owner will finance.
Also a 2 bedroom, newly decorated & carpeted
house at 412 S. 10th, only $9650.




The Grain Companies of Murray, Ky. wish to notify the Corn Producers of
this area that effective Tuesday, September 14, 1976 we will not accept corn
higher than 23 per cent moisture until further notice.
This action is necessary because the higher moisture corn reduces the speed of
drying and requires more natural gas. The corn crop is nearly three times larger
than normal and as we are also hampered by a shortage of rail transportation. We
will greatly appreciate your cooperation during this period and w.e.wel be happy to
run moisture tests for you. For further information contact:
Farmers Grain Co. 753-3404
Farris Groin Co. 753-3462
Or Murray Warehousing Corp. Inc.,
753-8220
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GUARANTEED QUALITY
its a








Every item you purchase is guaran-
teed at Jim Adams® . From TABLE-
RITE® MEATS to TABLEFRESH®
PRODUCE. Jim Adams 0 wants you
to be fully satisfied, so it's guaran-
teed. It's a pleasant hap-
































AND A FIVE PIECE
SETTING IS
ONLY 25c
SNACK TIME, LUNCHES, DESSERT...
ENJOY THESE RICH CHOCOLATE...
Brownies
























FRYERS mull'  Lb. 39' THIGHS Lb. 68'
GROUND Our Usual High Quality FIELD'S
BEEF 3 Lb. or More  Lb. 68° CHILI  69'
CHICKEN




Cream or Whole Kernel
Quantities Limited at this Low Price. - ,
Bounty ju
Towels RIB'  49'
OLE SOUTH APPLE.PEACH
COBBLER FROZEN
24 oz. $ 
1"
TV =Tr CHICKEN
DINNERS.BgF..RR.KfT . .. 11 oz. 59'
BISCUITS ie'IsCBAUNRSY  4/59'
BLUE
•
PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY, SEPT. 21, 1976.
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.

























Quantities Limited at this Low Price
INSTANT '1"TEA t3TT..U'R 






















NO ONE, BUT NO ONE SELLS FOR
LESS THAN BIG JOHN! FROM
4UALITY FOODS AT SPECIAL FEATURE
PRICES TO BIG JOHN'S EVERY DAY
LOW PRICES, YOU CANT DO BETTER
ANYWHERE ELSE! REMEMBER, In
THETOTAL THAT COUNTS AND YOUR
TOTAL FOOD Bill WILL BE LESS AT
BIG JOHN'S -
THE PRICE BUSTER!!!





Broke The Bank At
Big John's Last Week
And Won $1,200.00
THE BIG JOHN'S BANK
IS NEVER WORTH LESS THAN 4,0040
A WINNER NEVER WINS LESS THAN 400.00
THE BANK INCREASES 400.00 EVERY WEEK NOT WON.
SHOP THE
BIG JOHN WAY & SAVE!
MURRAY, KY.
OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TILL MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS A WEEK.
BIG JOHN HA S THE LOWEST PRICES AMMO



































Ns hies T. Dealers
—•—,
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Big G 12 oz.
WHEATIES








Wes Pack. to oz. pkg.
CUT CORN
Private Label
PIE SHELLS 2 in pkg.












Jut a Few Mors of Big Jolia's Low low Shelf Priem.










































































































Van Camp 16 oz. Can K.3w41 Pea
PORK & BEANS 29*
Hunts 300 size II/G JOHNS PIRICE
PEACH HALVES 43'
























JOY n oL 784
Kraft French 10.4.41 PRICE
DRESSING 8 oz. 46'



































































































































































DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK I
That's Right Big John Says You Must Be Couplet* Satisfied With Every Package Of Meat You,
Purchase. Big John Bap The Finest Quality Of Meats And Poultry knihble. When You Get
Top Qualify Meats With Big John's Super Trim You WIN Be Satisfied.
(If list SaiWIsd. Pubis Your Mow/ Beek Gesrsaiss, $ae Psis* is Sim)
001111qt
Exige
Iv' i ENERS .1..1./IP—dam ------so.- ........... ------_ BIC JOHN'S ___——..... _---- __—,---- __.... ,--,.... —
,.....—,___—,__—___--- _
US. Choice











BREAST Lb. 1194 ;47
dir°v" THIGHS Lb. 69' "4-44Z
LEGS Lb. 79'
4.t /NI 110 .
eigiohn's Center
RJB CHOPS  Lb. '1.49
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FINE FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
COMPARE THE FRESHNESS & VARIETY
The Only Time You Will Get Em Fresher Is When You Get Them From Your Own Gates
If its 11 Fresh Fruit Or Vegetable Big John WIN Try To Neve It
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r---.-7: 
Red Delicious Fresh
APPLES 3 Lb. Bag 8 9' BROCCOLI 
, ..
14 Size 58°
Barlet nn Large Head
2..--z. PEARS 120 Size 3 lbs. Si "" CAULIFLOWER Each 8W, Medium,--































, CELERY RADISHES 1 Lb. Bag 384 ------ Italian ---- _,-,..._ --..,
Peppers.  CUCUMBER 5 for $1 " CARROTS 5 1 Lb. Bags $it00 I-
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Big John's Super Cash Pot Is Never Less Than ?
Drawing
Each Week
Brisg Yew Hubby le To %milder His Nam Ike Waif if He Whit Yes Will Ake pie The Idea. 
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DISCOUNT PRICED
Assorted
STATIONERY
Reg. 119 79$
Track II 
Pack Of 9
RAZOR $169
BLADES Reg 2.09
MASS.. 45
BOWLS
RA 06
ARRID
Rig.In 894
1$
SCOPE
16998t
LIMITERS
Reg 129
Cricket
694
COTTON BALLS
Reter 19$
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TYLENOL
Reg. 2.09
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Aim Tooth
PASTE
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SUPER CHROME 77$
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